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We ply the Low-Price Knife to our fur
nishing A VERY SAD AFFAIR.
goods stock.
fa*THE RESULT:
Lower prices than you can get anywhere.
S HIRT S —
Monarch laund ed car d $1.60 shirt $1.00
'' 64 
• • 
i .2$ shirt 85
1.00 01 rt 75
Pis t d ho-lom shia 1.00 shbt 
75
UNDERWEAR —
50c a g irment imported Balbrig an for 
35c
25c • 
. .. tor 1 9e
Li le Thread, worth $2 CO a 'nit for 
1.35
Rufus Waterhouse neck ties all style,
50c 75c snd 100. Ti a go at choiee 35c.
Pet
2d gr.de
off of an h ,t in c ur horse, includinc,
Joh B Stason s.
1heqe t rices ire lowtr than you 
will
find any here and bate goode.
Choice of all 50c rhkrts for 25c
Choice of 211 Straw lia.s 50c a Pece.
Best Maco Tan a f hose worth 25o - 
JSc
•. " 14c - 10c
ee & Co.,
Sign of the Big Boot.
--,- 4'11, stet
NI ,41.N
We have Been at
Great rains
,1
given th e 1 « 414 of this community .tomething
tip-top in the w; y of Harness and Saddlery, and
they are showin their appreciation of it. Mr.
Jno. Skally, who is at the head of this depart-
ment, has served a long apprentice-
ship at his tra6, and offers our pa-
trons the benefit of his experience.
He is a good judge of leather and a
splendid maker of harness. We have
a select stock of _ factory made har-
ness, but if you want a set that never was close
o a sewing machine he will make you up some-
thing that will last until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Col.. Talbot has cos-
i
tomers a long way from home.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
ter. We have also a large
stock of ready-made saddles.
k FORBES & BRO.,
MOP "••••••••
The Town Marshal of Kutta-
wa Kilts a Woman.
TROUBLE IS FEARED.
The Woman Hid Behind a Stump In the Cent"
etery and Tried to Kill tbe Marshal.
The NEW ERA has just received the
full particulars of a very sad tragedy
that took place late yesterday afternoon
in the cemetery down at Kuttawa,—the
killing of Mns. Lemuel Johns by the
town marshal, John McCollum, of Ed-
dyville.
Newspaper readers will remember
that a year or more ago there was quite
a sensation over the death of Mrs. Bev-
rynian, who died in the station-house
at Edeleville a few moments after being
put in there by Marshal McCollum.
Mrs. Berryman was the mother of Mrs.
Lemuel Johns, who was killed yester-
fur evening. je will e remembered
that Mrs. J3eITTIDIU1'04 death yipp ettrib-
nted by physicians to the bursting of a
hkeel vessel caused by excitement, and
enseasive water over her arrest, and the
the marshal was net hi tiny way bliuned
for the affair. The winuan's daughter,
Mrs. Johns, immediately after the death
ef her mother swore that she would kill
Marshal McOoLium, hot he did not
much attention to the threat.
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Johns told
her little daughter to go down
where Marshal McCollum wee at
work and tell him that a man
was waiting at the station
house to see him on business The
child did as directed, and the Marshal.
not suspecting anything, quit his work
and started toward the station-house.
In going to the station-house the Mar-
shal's slioetest route, and the one he
usually tcok, was through the cemetery.
Mile Johns knew that, and leaving de-
termined to kill hint, she concealed her-
self behind a stump, close to her
mother's grave in the cemetery,
aid as the officer pa near 'die
raised 01), end pushing her pistol to-
ward him, eaid : "I've got you at last
len going to kill you," bat before she
multi pull the weapon 01, McCollum,
seeing his daeleor, jerked out his pistol
and killed her. He regretted to have to
do it, but under the circumstances there
was nothing else for him to do, as he
was not close enough to the woman to
ifreet hex and overpower her. The she t
from tan oilicer's weapon killed the wo-
imin instantly.
The people of the town de not think
if Mrs. John really intended to kill
the ofneer wheu he first,rnade the threat
about a year ago, but that she had
brooded over the affair until
she had become a monomaniac on
the subject, and that when on yes-
terday she went, as she very frequently
to visit the grave of her mother.
and sew McCollum at work in the dis-
tance, and fettling that he was in some
measure responsible for her mother's
death, she became ran aroused that she
iletermfbed to kill him, and so
she armed herself and went her
child after him. he is not
thought to have been in such a frame of
mind as to have hardly been respoasible
for her action, but still that did not
make the danger to the marshal ally
has, but on the contrary make it great-
Mrs. Johns leaves four small children
and a husband, who it is feared may
undertake to avenge the death of his
Rife. At any rate, further trouble is
feared
Marshall Mc 11110D1 Is being guarded
until his examining trial can be held.
Nerves on Edge.
I was nervous, tired, irritable and
cross. Karl's Clover Root Tea has made
me happy, Mrs. E. B. Wordeu.—For
sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Death of. Child.
The two-years old eon td Me George
Drake, who lives on the Cushman farm
on the pucker's inill road, died Satur-
day. The remains were buried Sun-
day afternoon et Ante)/ h.
Decision sustained.
The famous suit of Leonard Vs. Bras-
well, from Lyon county, has been af-
firmed by the Court of Appeals. About
$100,000 was involved. The decision is
favorable to the Braswell heirs, and sus-
tains the derision of Judge Grace, who
tried it at the last term of the Circuit
Court that he held at Eddyville.
A Groat Gentian's Prescription.
Diseased blood, constipation, and kid-
ney. liver and bowel troubles are cured
by Karl's Clover Root Tea.—For sale by
R. C. Hardwick.
Perpetual Motion.
The Calloway county perpetual mo-
tion tarns out to be the alleged discov-
ery by Nathan Stubblefield, living near
Murray, of a method of applying the
electric currents of the earth to commer-
cial advantage. Stubblefield's experi-
ment* are arousing the interest of
scientists.
The L. & N. will sell round trip tick•
eta to Cincinnati at one fare July 5th
and 11th, limited to July 12th, account
meeting B. P. 0. Elks.
J. M. ADAMS, Agent.
The Republic.
The St. Louis Republic has made ar-
rangements to cover the political news
of all parties in the coming campaign
in a way that has never been equaled
per any newspaper. Those who wish to
keep posted should iiitheerthe at owe.
The republic, daily and Sunday, has
beeu reduced to $6 e year, *1 for 6
months or 60 cents a month. The twice-
a- week Republic is $1 year.
The Best Cough Cure
is Shiloh's Care. A neglected cough ie
dangerous. Stop it at onee with Shiloh's
Cure.—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
A Man Of Family.
Prof. Jack Turner HO years of age, liv-
ing on Davis Branch Bell county, Ky,
and Nellie Van Bebber, aged 14 years,
of Harlan county, Ky., were married in
Jonesville, Ky., Friday. This is Prof.
Turner's sixth matrimonial venture.
The first union was blessed with eight
children, the second with eight and
each of the other three with ten, niak-
ing 46 children in all, 30 of whom are
now living.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., gays: "Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine I
have ever found that would do me any
good." Price 60c.—For sale by It. C.
Hardwick.
Beginning Jane 16th and continuing
until Sept. 30th, the 0. V. Ry., will sell
tickets to Dawson Springs and return at
*2.00 for round trips. Return limit 40
ayu from date of sale.




'ls. Sal imed ent•relfu I hear Thy petitioner!
Lot i haVe fall«n In prnyur at thy f,m-t ;
Wing! ell(is h'-art overflowing a it), /-
Teliell me to thank Thee In words that are Something
•
no—t.
wentle eye marks Ow fall of the
warms.;
Thy tender hand turns aside the Iltree
arrow.
Thou, v ho In sympathy sent thy beloYed
That through Ills suffering we might be
ThoullgT;t;Ittui lost Thee through blind dis-
°is.Ah. t. "t:1::.Yet 15 den a path Thou !mit paved;
Paved anti the cross a here Jesus bled
Ventrntuesi a It it blood on Cavalry shed
Would:1'00r uusi.d come to thee worthier suppit
Woirlitishtie'r words would my lips flnd to
But 'st
i
le de.m 1;117.. Nee wee humility
Pray I tomight. Lord, that Thou will up.
raise ii:;,
no, in the word Thou'ot re'-
A ims r uletit, lve;,ouA, to the book Thou'st
waled to us.
Into tulip. ear oft a still vole.. has a hisper-
ed ;
Often ii band lute reached out toil detained
ill
When I would madly. rashlv hove slier' deSii
Elf,. mid its promises, Thou lay,t rest rain.
e41 me;
Thongh ninety and nine were save] front
tintrXThe se rd's heart bled for the lamb
that was lust.
There has been food tor me when I have
hungered,
And iiiere has been water when I was
at Arta;
Yet the skeptical ask f, 'r I, toiriscpI
If they'll but believe In 'flier, If they'll hut
I rind.
Folml they may find In the cold, barren
mountain.
ft.i‘cit sonit, rock whence will ramh ii
reeet teuntem. 0. 11.
A Baby's Life Saved.
"Ma baby had croup and was saved
by Shiloh's Cure," writes Mrs. J. B.
Martie or tient/wile)? Ala.—For gale by
R. C.
HOTEL LATHAM111 MANAGEMENT.
Mr. J. Johnson Hetirea—Sueceeded by
Mr. W. C. Starks,
Hot . 1 Latham changed manage.
ment Jaly 1st, Mr. J. Johnson retire
ing. Mr. Johnson has made a highly
favoralle impression on the Hopkins-
ville people since reining here anti his
departure, which is caused by his wife's
sickness, will cause mach sincere regret.
He was succeeded as rnanegeepf the
Latham by Mr. W. C. Starks, a gentle-
man of popularity and long experience
in the hotel enisinees.
The Contract Let.
The contract to put new furniture in
Bethel Female College was hit Saturday
afternoon to Air. John R. Kitchen. Most
of the bed-rooms, parlors, dinning belle,
and kitchen will be furnished at a cost
of over Wee
THE NEW LEAGUE.
Hopkinsvill@ Has at Last
Joined the League.
SOME NEW PLAYERS.
Hopkin eine and Madisonville Will Play Two
Gates on July 3rd and Ch.
The Hopkinsville people who are fond
-of the national gismo NA ill be exceedingly
glad to know that the manager of the
local team has joined the new Kentucky
and IndiAns League, and in the future
there will be some geed ball trainee in
this city. The Madbonville club has
also joined the league, which will here-
after be contposed of the towns of Vin-
cennes, Evansville, Henderson, Owens-
boro, Hopkinsville and Madiaonville.
The managers are now working on a
new schedule, which will go into effect
ou the 6th day of July.
There is another team that wants to
enter the league, that of Washiugton.
Ind., but MI there would have to then be
an eighth one and as no other club is
now epplying, it may be that it can not
be adauitted. The matter may, however,
end ey the dropping of the Owensboro
team and the substitution therefor of
the Washington club. For some re/won
the Owensboro team is not popular in
the new leteette, nee was it popular in
the PennyrileLeague. It may be owing to
the fact that the members always do no
much kicking during She game.
There will be two interesting games of
ball at the park in this city on the 3rd
and 4th of July. The games will be be-
tween the local team and the Madison•
ville boys. While they Will not be
regular scheduled games they will, uev-
tette lees be very warmly contested, as
there is considerable rivalry bete een
the two clubs. The Hopkinsville boys
will on these two days find out hew fun-
ny it is to strike at Petty's balls. They
will then have a chance to estimate the
advantage that they had over the other
teams while they lied Petty with them.
The manager of the Hopkinsville
team will get some first-clam men to fill
the placed occupied by Chas. Petty,
Friend and Al Davis, who have been re.
leased since the Pennyrile League dis-
banded. Manager Galbreath ham already
secured Sherley Thompson, a pitcher
from Louisville., who once played here
us Oh the Cans team, and who after-
wards played seeeral times with the
Herkinsville clue in the games played
with Clarkeville. Thompson lies lately
been playing in the Virginia League-
This leaves only two place's to be filled,
anti good men can very easily be :se-
cured. Hord is here to catch, but an-
other catcher will be employed tb take
Friend's place.
The games that the Kentucky mad In-
diana Leveec ham played knee its or-
ganization have all been good, as. both
the Henderson and Owensboro teams
have been considerably strengthened
mince they plared here last, in fact, the
Henderson team since its re.mganiza-
tion contains very few of the old men
in it, and it is playing splendid ball as
is shown by the fact that it stands at
the head of the League, not having lost
a single game. If Washington, Ind.,
joins the League, and Terra Haute can
be. secured, this League. would be one of
the very Item ball organizations to be
found anywhere.
There was a great game of ball at
Louisville yesterday between the Limb-
vines and Clevelaude. In speaking
of the game the Coorier-Journal says:
"A geueral free fight, amounting ab
most to a riot, took place at the ball
park yesterday. The umpire was as
saulted by McAleer, of elle Clevelands-
This was the signal for a grand rush of
spectators frem the bleachers and grand
stand, and a rough and tumble fight en-
sued. When the Cleveland team left
the grounds they were followed by a
mob of several hundred men and boys
and stoned as they drove rapidly away
in stuhehir oemeturrtiib u:n.e'es
as the Louisville af-
fair are very much to be regretted, as





LITTLE RIVER, KY., June
Minnie flamed has
from a visit in the Antioch
the hood.
A VERY PLEASANT TRIP
Information Furnished by the Local Trans-
portation Mariaer.
The Christian Endeavor Cmivention
at Waiellingten will be the largest in the
history of the moriety. Kentucky will
Fiend fuel delegates to omen the crowd.
There will be quite a large delegation
going Nom Hopkinsville and vicinity.
Besides this being a meeting of great
interest to every Christian Endeavorer,
it will be the only cheap rate given by
the railroads to passengers going East
this summer and a great number are
taking advantage of it. A trip to Wash-
ington is something thee everyone de-
sires, and those who go will have the
(limbic pleasure of attending the conven-
tion and seeing the eights of the Capital
City.
The official route for Kentucky will
be via Cincinnati and over the & 0.
to Washingum. There have been sev-
eral side tripe 'mewed as very low
rates, and all who so desire eau have
their tickets extended to suie
Those who are going should have
their heleths reeerved in the sleeper at
meet. The fare will be one fare fur the
round trip, and a berth from Louisville
to Washington will be $4.
Those who are thinking ele taking this
trip should apply or write to W. S. Hale
Hopkintiville, Ky. Thaw who desire to
reserve berths from Louie's/Ole to Wash-




Mr. Ma; M. Hapikory will commence
publishing a Republican newspaper in
Cadiz soon. He has completed arrange-
ments for a printina outfit. The sheet
will be called the Trigg Cetpity Search-
light.
Talton to the Asylum.
James Jenkins has been brought for
treatment to the Western Asylum Tor
the Insane. His. Mime is uear Howling
Green and he lie a ion of J. C. Jenkins,
a prosperous Warren county farmer.
Young Jenkins is about twenty years
old, an industrious boy and couuected
with sonic of the best people of the
county. He became insane suddenly.
Trustees Unwilling To Serve.
The public school authorities' over in
Calffweil county are t•epterteecing cliffe
culty in getting citieens to serve as
school trustees because of the compul-
sory education law passed be the lust
Legislature. They are Afraid of tasking
enemies of their neighbors. This is a
bad state of affairs, as in many districts
there will riot be any school because of
the tuiwillinguess of trustees to serve.
Has Changed Hands.
The Hopiiinsville Republican Banner
has changed hands. M. John Clark,
of Crofton, hiis purchased one-half in-
'erase in the paper, and * ham been
leased to Clark & Copier, who will con-
duct it, )Ir. E. F. Copier, who is well-
known in the city, becoming the editor.
The etelic7 of the paper will not be
changed, it wilt continue be support the
Republican party. Mr. Coyner, it will
be remembered, was at one time a very
prominent leader of the "Farmers' Alli-
ance" in this county.
Two Goo1 Fees,
Hon. James F. Clay. the City Attor-
ney at Henderson has recently gained
two suits for the sity against the Hen-
demi' Bridge Company, and in one of
them he gets a fee of 56.900 and in the
other $2,200, so it will be seen that it
pays to be eity attorney at Henderson.
The two suits for back taxes duet the
city by the Bridge company were for
$69,000 and *22,005 respectively, and
were decided by the Court of Appeals in
favor of the city. Hereaftes the an-
nual tax that the citee will collect from
the Bridge Csnipany will be $17.000.
The city is todeed fineunate in winning
the suits, as the $17,000 annually will
cause a decrease in the taxes of every
citizen of the place.
For Circuit Judge.
It is said that Polk Lateen has about
&ermined to make the. race far Circuit
Judge in the Fouith district, which is
composed of the comities of Hopkins.
Caldwell Crittenden an Livingmton. Mr.
Laffoon is a veiy able lawyer, and he
would make a most excellent judge,
he is a close student and a very fair-
minded, evenly-balanced man. I/ there
is any man in that district who can de-
feat Judge Pratt, Mr. Laffoon is that
man. lit- leis had very poor health for
several years, but if he continues to im-
prove as he has done recently, it is quite
well understood thet he wilt make thee
race, and if he does his hest of Christian
county friends hope to see him win.
Lacked Backbone.
The Henderson Gleaner says that the
Republican District Cipninettel. met at
the Hotel tieentemen in that city on the
day before yesterday, but that no one
had the backbone to taktt any steps to-
wer& pulling Mr. E. T. Franks off the
ticket and 'substituting some one else,
so other matters were diem/wed, and the
committee soon adjonrntel alter having
settled theaceinteet in Hancock county
as to the chairmanship of the County
Committee. It was decided that Mc-
Adam had the best claim on the chair-
manship. It is said that although the
committee was afraid to tackle the
Irranicii question, there le a strong dis-
position on the part of the voters to get
Franks off the track, lint the great
treuble is there is no one willing to
make the first move. Franks, it is said,
will get the timeliest vote ever polled by
Republican in this district.
•
Some Speculations.
In speaking of next year's elections in
this Judicial district, the Cadiz Tele-
phone ham the following ;
"A forecase which at preempt, will not
be premature, based upon positive testi-
mony and strong circumstantial evi-
dence and heremay, shows that for Cir-
cuit Judge, Col. Fenton Sinew, of Trigg;
Thos. J. Watkins, of Lyon, and Mee
John Phelps, of Chrietian, are already
mentioned by their friends, and possibly
Judge Lynn, of Calloway, may again
enter the race.
For Commonwealth's Attorney, Maj.
Gane•tt will not again offer, but there
will be one candidate from each of the
four counties: W. R. Howell, of Chris-
tian ; John C. Dabney, of Trigg; E. II.
Jaines, of Lyon, and James Coleman, of
Calloway."
Ars You Made
inisenible by Indigestion, Constipation,
Dizzinese, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
Skin? Shiloh's Vitaliser is a positive
cure.—Yor sal* by K. 0. Hardovick.
returned
neighbor-
Misses Willie Mattingly and Myrtie
Maddox went to the show at Fairview
Tuesdare night.
Miss Birdie L. Davis spent Wednee
day with Miss Minnie Hurtled.
Mrs. W. T. Maytou spent Tuesday in
the Concord vicinity.
Mrs. Annie Maddox is quite sick a
this writing.
Mrs. E. W. C. Edwards is very low,
not expected to live.
Miss Mollie Hooser is very sick at her
home in this mighbood. That she may
soon recover is the wish of her many
friends.
Mr. Bee Hall 'spent Wednesday night
at Mr. John flamed's.
Mr. Ed Vaughn visited his moth
near Casky hue Saturday and Sunday.
Rev. Joiner visited this vicinity re-
cently.
Those from this neighborhood who at-
tended the lawn party near Concord
were Mimeo Willie Mattingly, Minnie
liaised, Myrtle Maddox, Birdie Davis,
Messrs. John Thomas Bee Hall, Bul-
lard, Vaughn and Cobb.
We think that the wedding that is
said to be put off until the leaves begin
to fall will be pin off forever.
Wonder why a certain young lady's
face brightened up so at the arrival of a
pair of brown eyes-al the singing Sun-
day evening 'f
The singing club met at the residence
of Mr. Tom Maddox Sunday evening.
Those present were Misses Willie Mat-
tingly, Lrea Thomas, Jessie Anderson,
Birdie Davis, Myrtle Maddox, Maud
lievieeunes James Cobb, Robert
Johnson, Messrs. James .Cobb, Bob
Johuson, John Thomas, Bee Hall, Ed
Vanghs, M. Bullard, Hlowell Cobb,
Martin Maddox, Walter Cobb, Will
Everett, George Phillip; and Charlie
Miller. MAI- APPLE.
A Candidate For Congress.
Mr. Heiner Prime, who was for three
Of four years the editor of the NEW ERA,
is now a candidate for Congress in one
of the districts of Arkansas. He is run-
ning on the Populist ticket, having con-
nected himself with that party soon af-
ter leaving this city. He has for several
years been editing "The Southern Econ-
omist," the State organ of the Populist
party, published at Searcy. Ark., in
which city lie was some years ago mar-
ried to a very wealthy young lady. Mr.
Prince hits been quite successful since
he has be.. n in Arkansas.
UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
Judge Breathitt's Opinion o
the Separate Coach Law.
WILL BE CARRIED UP.
Result of the Sue of R. N. Lander and Wife
Wee Asked for Ten Thousaed Dollars.
The ear of R. N. Lander and wife
against John McLeod, Receiver ef the
Ohio Valley Railway Company, which
was on trial in the Circuit Court yester-
day resulted in a verdict for the plain-
tiffs for one hundred and twmty-five
dollars. The ease eheited unusual in-
tenet as it involved the question of the
validity of the act of the Kentucky Leg-
islature requiring all the railroad com-
panies in Kentucky to provide separate
coached for white and colored passen-
gers and to compel their passengers of
the white and colored mem to occupy
different coaches. The proof was that
the conductor of the train had not used
any unnecessary force to compel R. N.
Lander's wife tie leave the white ladies
ear and go into the colored car, but had
treated her politely and had simply in-
sisted on her complying with the statute,
and hence there was; no intrinsic merit
in the came, and the only thing that gave
the case any consequence was the con-
stitutional question involved. This
question has not yet been passed on by
the Court of Appeals of this State, but
has been passed on by several courts of
last resort in the Southern States and by
the Supreme Court of the United States
affirming a decision of the Supreme
Clime of Louisiana, construing similar
statutes to the one on the statute books
of our own State; and in sul stance these
decisions have declared similar laws
valid as to passengers going from one
,point to timelier in the same State (R.
.'. Lauder's wife bad bought a ticket
from Hopkinsville to Mayfield, Ky..)
and invalid where the passenger heti
bought a ticks t from a point in one
State to a point in another state, be-
cause it would in that case be in conflict
with the Interstate Commerce Laws en-
acted by Congress. After the evidence
was heard in the Lander case the jury
was ordered to retire mei] the questions
of law invohed could be argued by the
counsel. and after hearing the argument
of counsel. the court decided that the
separate coach bill was unconstitutional
and that the railway company or its em-
ployees did not have the right to compel
a colored passenger to leave a car pro-
vided for white people and go into the
car provided for colored people and in-
strurted the jury to find for plaintiff and
counsel for defendant being desirous
that the verdict of the jury should be
for a large enough sum, so that an ap-
peal (void be taken on the case to the
Court of Appals, agreed that a venial
for $125 should be rendered in favor of
the plaintiff, and appeal will be taken
at once and this qmetion will be se ttled
by the Court of Appeals of our State.
Earnings of the L. & N.
The groats earnings of the L. & N. Rail-
road Company for the third week of
June were: Freight. V6:1,753: passen-
ger, $87,490; miscellaneous, $2teleo,
making $3e0.315, which was an increase
of $35,5,55 over corrempindIng week of
Pete, and an thereat'', of $16,015 over
P194, but a decrease of $3,671 from 1893,
and a &coupe of 519,00 from 1e92.
For the tine three weeks of July the
gross earnings we're: Freight, $759,-
725; passenger, $201,250; miscellaneous,
Is7.150: making $1,135,125, which was
an increase of 004,775 over correspond-
lug throe weeks of June, ISIfl, and an
increase of $60,6e0 over 1894, but a dc -
crease of $21,975 from 1593, and a de-
crease if $40,410 from 11412.
From July 1, 15145, to June 21, 1815),
the gross earnings were: Freight, $13.-
950,903 ; passenger, *4,546,1451 ; miscella-
neous, $1,3e2,551, making $19,850,335,
which was an increase of $1,07e,313 over
1894-05, and an increase of $1,e43,267
over 1/493-94, but a decrease of $1,9109,5e5
from 1892-93, and a decrease of *447,720
from 1149 1-92.
The tams earning for the year ending
the first of next slouch will 'mount to a
little more thau twenty million dollars.
HIS 'LAST SERMON.
The Southern Orator Talked
About Job Sunda Nighty.
WAS A PERFECT MAN.
Mr. Small Believes That lea Can aad Many
Do Lead Perfect Lives.
The special series of sermons by Rev.
Sam Small came to an end Smoddy night
with one of the largest meeting of the
recent psis. The streets were early
filled with people streaming to the Tab-
ernacle, and the congregation was in-
tensely interested by the sermon which
Mr. Small pteached. And it was one of
the grandrst sermons that the poacher
has yet. delivered.
Mr. Small called for a stirring congre-
gational hymn and then prayer WM of-
fered by Rev. Mr. Prestridge.
The texOchosen was the first verse of
the first chapter of Job: "There was a
man in tha land of Us whose name was
Job, and that man was perfect and up-
right, and one that feared God eschewed
evil."
Mr. Small detailed his find acquain-
tanceship with this grand old godly
character, Job, and spoke of the history
of the man and the book; haw the
higher critics had endeavored to abolish
the book and throw Job overboard as an
unworthy creation—a myth and fiction.
He showed how God had directed the
feet of explorers to Arabia Dederts,
where he had preserved the archaeolog-
ical testimonies of the existence of Job
and his character, and how these mute
witnesses had confounded all those who
gainsaid this Biblical history.
Why did the world want to get rid of
Job? Wals he not a good wan? Was
his life onet to mislead and debauch the
young? What, then, the necessity for
getting rid of this good man?
It was found in the text itaelf, which
declaim that he "wee perfect and up-
right." That statement raised the old
debate concerning human perfectibility
—and men are set to declare thaeno man
can be perfect in this present life. They
denounce the doctrine and deny that4
the power of perfect love to God and
set loyalty to Christ CAD be received
n this life.
But Godesid Job was perfect and his
experience* are recorded for our hope
and to help the fixing of oar faith. Satan
did not dare deny it to God and yet mil-
lions of our people yet my that this con-
dition is unattainable and men are crazy
who conseed for it.
God tells us that it is possible and
commends it and Christ urges to come
unto Him find attain it. "He is able to
save untie the uttermost all them that
will come unto God by Him." To the
uttermost? Who can Measure that word
• 'uttermost"? It is from everlasting to
everlasting; it is the twin word to eter-
nity. He is able to save us to the utter-
most of our guilt and sin; to the uttes-
more of our nature and out needs. We
cannot mar our own creation so far that
God can not recreate it, if we are will-
ing, in righteousness and true holiness.
Satan can not fill us with evils that
Christ can not take out of us. To hold
otherwise Veould be to say that God can
not contrOl and recover His own area-
tion and that Christ did not get the vic-
tory over :Satan on Calvary and estab-
lish it when He led captivity captive as
He emerged from the tomb on the first
glorious Easter morn.
I preach no fad, no crankiam I ex-
ploit no artificial holiness or special
brand of sanctification. I believe only
what this Bible says and what can be
proved ha it. It is the perfect love
which IOU& my heart to God with un-
flinching, unswerving devotion and
makes mei follow Christ, keeping His
holy cominandments. with a faith and
loyalty that no power of earth or hell
can divert, Men have lived such lives
and are living them now, blessed be
God! !
The test of anything offered for the
cause of human ills is what it can pro-
duce. Men will not buy a medicine
twice that!fails to produce promised re-
sult:. The pictures seen in the news-
papers. acclompaeiyiug medical advertise-
ments. are employed because they show
living nein and women who are living
witinesee that the medicine will cure
certain diseases. The colleges produce
long cat, lt gnes of men who have be-
come Presidents, Governors, Senators,
Congressmen and occupied high posi-
tions in pulpit, press and public function
as the living proof that these college*
have tuned out scholarly men, who
impress themselves upon affairs and to
whom the people can entrust their in-
termits sahly.
So with creeds and religions. The
test is alivays, not how eloquently the
creed reads, nor how finely asherent the
system soinds, but what manner of man
and wonidn do they produce? The glory
and tritimph of the religion of
Christ ell found in the saved man
and womrn who have become its unim-
peachalild witneseee for eighteen cen-
tarieS suet who to-day walk before us as
the speaking exemplars of the great sal-
vation faith in Christ has redeemed
tw vilesti has raised the depraved to
heights of honor, made the meanest to
shine as the glorious kohinoors of grace.
And this is the savior and the all-suf-
ficient salvation that we are set to
preach. etse we do not preach Ghriet as
we should if we hope to win the world
to him. these men who are sinners are
not fools. They know their conditions,
they knoW their needle Go to them
with a fifty per cent. salvation and they
will laugh you to scorn. They know
that theiri rase demands a full salvation
and they ;will not het et' to you when
you promise them lies. And unless we
elm bring to them the premise and the
proof that Jesus is able to save them
filly, from all their sin and
make thein holy, ann them with the
whole arinor of God and bring them off
more thah victors over sin in the flesh,
the world and the Devil, they w-ill have
none of yeur preaching.
But, thank God, we have such a Sa-
vior. Het is both able and ready to leave
soy man fmin all sin, to build hint up
in true holiness and give him the co-op-
oration oe His Holy Spirit who can
guide us safely and lead us to the final
triumph that culminates at the gates
of glory !i
At the conclusion fully two scores tes-
tified their desire for salvation.
Coesumption Chia Be Cured
by the use of Shiloh's Cure. 'Phis great
Cough Care is the only known remedy
for that terrible disease—For sale by R.
o Harelvtick.
No suit.
The este of Geo. Meacham.' Admin-
istrator es. the Louisville & Nashville
itailroadcompany came up for a hear-
ing in the Circuit Court a few days ago,
and after hearing the evidence the court
decided that the plaintiff had no
ground,' for a suit, and the matter was
dieueseed without giving it to the jury.
Toe suit 'eras for fifty thousand dollars
damages It will be rementeered that
sonic months ago Geo. Meacham, a
young man whose home Was in Padu-
cah, while in the act of raise:leg the
tracks of the L. & N. railroad at Kelley
Station, seven miles north of this city,
was ran over and killed ey a freight
twain. The suit was brought ou the
grounds of negligence on the part of the
company in that it was running its
train at a high rate of speed, but t Let
was not sufficient, because the eompauy
has. the right to run through there as
fast as it choosta, as Kelly is not an in-
corporated town. Anderson & Aliens-
worth brought the suit.
Very Mysterious.
A press dispatch from Princeton gives
the following particulars of a very mys-
terious death:
"Isaac Hollowell, of Lamaeco. Lyon
county, died suddenly, and those o he
have watched the case say the circum-
stance. strongly indicate suicide.
He ate dinner, and after asking his
daughter not to wake him went up to
his room and retired about I o'clock.
He was not disturbed until supper time,
and when called was found 111 a dying
stupor and was never restored to cote
sciousnees. He died about it o'clock.
It is believed that he committed atli-
cide, though no inquest was held. Dr.
Hollowell was a highly esteemed aed
successful physician, and the cause for
suicide can not be guessed.-
Counterfeit Money.
As there is. a good deal of counterfiet
money being spent over in Clarksville
and the neighboring towns, the people
of Hopkinsville will do well to keep
their eyes skinned. The coins PO far de-
tected have all been one dollar silver
pieces. They are not very artistically
made, but unless particularly uoticed
are easily passed. Detective's are linW
trying to catch the makers and circula-
tors of these spurious coins, but so far
their efforts have been futile.
"we bah? was sick we ale. ommerts.
Whoa site was a Chlkl, si,e cried tot Caimans.
Aim she oecazue Mum Me chats to (atom
Whoa she uad • aildrak aeme Oraturif.
Money to loan at 6% interest On
good farms first mortgage at rot exceed-
ing 40%. ir.L000 and upwards. Inter-
est to be paid semi-annually.
GARNET & MOORE,
eodeew Hopkinsville,fKy.
Insist on haring just what you call
for when you go to buy Hoare Sam-
patella, the One True Blood Purifier
and nerve tonic.
M'KINLEY NOTIFIED.
He Had Doubtless Heard of
the Nomination Before.
PLATFORN SUITS HIM.
Alter Denting Ise hiat:e, Len Carefully Over
He Conenees 10 ACCeD1
MIER IMPORTANT ITEMS OF 14 F W S.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Canton, 0., June 29. —The committee
appointed by the St. Louis convention
to notify Mr. McKinley of his nomina-
tion for President arrived in the city
this morning, and proceeded to the Mc-
Kinley residence, where the news was
gently broken to Mr. McKinley, and
some of the people present thought that
they could see from the Major's
countenance than he had in some way
gotten an inkling of the news before the
committee arrived, but others would
not believe that anyone would have been
mean enough to have told him about the
nomination before the committee did,
because the committee was appointed
for that very purpose—to be sure that
he heard of it. After hearing the news
about his nominotion Mr. McKinley
considered the matter for a while and
then concluded to accept. He told ther
committee that he stood on the platform
and indorsed every part of it.
NEARLY A HUNDRED KnAuin
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Wilkesbarre. Pa., June 29.—One of
the most awful calamities that ever be-
fell a community happened yesterday
at Pittston, Pa. Between ninety and a
hundred miners were working at the
Twin Shaft in the Red Ash vein trying
to strengthen the supports of the roof,
when suddenly, without any warning
the roof caved in and all but three of
the men perished. Whe support had
shown signs of giving way for several
days, and the meet expert miners in this
section had been engaged to use meas-
ures to prevent it, and they had hardly
begun the work before the roof all
caved in. Every possible effort was
made to rescue the men, but they were
so far from the entrance that they
could not be reached. Many families
are left destitute by reason of the death
of the male members, who were at work
in the mine when it caved in.
SENATOR LINDSAY.
[ SPECIAL TO NEW ERA 1
New York, June 29.--A Tribune re-
porter inteneewed Senator Lindsay, of
Kentucky, yesterday and he said: "It
strikes me that we are going straight to
the devil, but I hope we will round to
somewhere before we strike the jump-
ing-off place." He said that he thought
Bland was the logical candidate of the
free silver Democrats for the Presidency.
A BIG ROW.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., June 29.—A big row
is throated in the Republican State
Campaign Committee. It is said that
"the original McKinley men" will form
a separate committee to handle the
Hanna funds, and thus leave the regu-
lar committee without any of the sinews
of war.
RICHARD PARKS BLAND
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Chicago, June 29.—Bland's friends in
this city say that he now has a good
lead for the Democratic nomination for
the Prete-Henry
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fair Highest Award,.
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It is strange indeed that men will
stand around and talk of hard times
and of the burden of taxation, and at
the same time express a determination
to support McKinley, whose avowed
policy is to increase the taxes of every
ham in being in the land by raising the
tariff.
If Hobart is tin' great man that the
Reputerans would have the people of
the country believe, it is exceedingly
strange that he remained ?to long in ob-
scurity. The truth of the business is
that Hobart is simply the attorney for
a large number of monopolists, and that
they forted his nomination upon the
Republicans.
By putting the reciprocity feature in
their tariff bilk the Republicans thereby
virtually acknowledge that a protective
tariff is wrong and injurious to our for-
eign trade. It would be hard to make
the co uf eision plainer. They acknowl-
edge the fundamental principle. If
tree trade—for that's what reciprocity
is—is good for us in dealing with one
nation, then its good in dealing with all
nations, and any distinction made is
simply arbitrary.
It is absurd to talk of the nomination
of Senator Teller by the Democrats. In
She first place Senaten Teller is not a
Democrat—does not pretend to be; and
In the next place, if he were a Democrat
he is a protectionist and, therefore,
could not become the candidate of the
party, because it has for years been
pledged to • tariff for revenue only, and
on the strength of that very fact was
twice within nine years put in charge
of the Government. The Democrats got
ettough of uortunating a Republican and
a protectionist when it nominated Hor-
se Greely in 1872, and it is not all like-
ly that it will repeat the experiment.
The total vote in the State of Nevada
In Dere amounted to only 10,878, not
. four thousand more than were cast in
Christian county, yet Nevada has the
SIL1110 voice in the United States Senate
as the State of New York, with more
than a million voters. The Republicans
are now just beginning to see the mate
mode of the fraud that they committed
when they admitted the rotten boroughs
of the West to Statehood. They did not
think of that, however, until they ceased
to be subservient to the Republican par-
ty, but now they are very sorry that
they admitted them.
The Republicans believe in and desire
such a strong central government, some-
thing en the order of a monarchy, that
they have unconsciously fallen into the
habit of speaking of the Secretary of
-Beate ase•The Prime Minister." The St.
Leine (:lobe-Democrat :-ays that "when
he gets into the White House McKinley
ought to make Thos. B.Reed his-Prime
Minister." The R.epehlieans would.
doubtless, Like to turn oar Republic into
it monarchy, and we must confess that
it does almost become one when we
aave a Republican Administration, but
the people will whenever it becomes
necetesary show the Republicans that
the States still have some rights that
Federal Government shall respect.
It us the very iteighth of absurdity to
talk of the Democrats nominating Whit-
ney or any other gold bug on a free sil-
ver platform. Such a nomination would
not command the respect nor the sup-
port of anybody, and the party that
would be guilty of such a course would
not only invite defeat, but richly deserve
it. The gold bag could not and would
not support the platform, and the 'silver
nian could not and would not support
the nominee. The men who suggest
such a course are not friends to the par-
ty. This will be one time when the
platform will be so plain that the most
expert juggler of language will not be
able to get but one meaning out of it,
and that will be a declaration for a free
and unlimited coinage of both silver and
gold regariltem of the action of all other
lia101211, and the man who will be nomi-
nated on this platform will have such a
record in the cenee of bimetalism that if
no platform were adcrpted.he would be a
bimetallic platform within himself—his
mere nomination will declare the party's
petition.
One of the greatest improvements that
multi be made in the judiciary system of
Kentucky would be the transferring of
all original jurisdiction in criminal
caeca from the Circuit Come to the
County Court. The same qualifications
necessary for a Circuit Judge could be
required of the County Judge. This
change would serve two ends; in the
first place justice could be more speedily
dealt out to criminals, and at less ex-
pense than at present; and in the sec-
ond place the expense of criminal prose-
cutions would be placed on the counties,
where it rightly belongs, instead of on
the State, as under the present rystem.
Tee Cireuit Court would then be only
a Court of Appeals for the criminal
eases, and would havennore time to de-
vote to civil eases, which of itself alone
wu1a1(1 be a good reason for making such
a change. Then again, the costs of
prosecutions would be materially less-
end, as there would be no hunger any
n eessity.for a Commonwealth Atter-
ucy--,a County Attorney possessing the
q nabilcat iota now required of the Com-
monwealth Attorney could attend to
all the work. And there would be-an-
other big reduction in the Jailor's fees,
as criminals would not then have to be
kept in jail waiting for the Circuit
Court to hear their came, but would be
tried as soon after their arrest as would
be expedient. This, or something very
mach like it, is the system in a number
of States, and works satisfactory to ev-
erybody. The great advantage of the
plan is that justice is more speedily
dealt out, which is always desirable, be-
cause if a man is innoeent it is not right
to keep him under a cloud of suspicion
any longer than is actually uocessary,
and if he is guilty, the sooner his pun-
iehment begins the better it is for every-
body. The slowness of the courts in
trying eases and punishing crime is in a
great immature responsible for lynchings,
as is shown by the fact that lynchings
never occur in countries where justice
is surely anti swiftly dealt out to crimi-
nals. Who ever read of a lynching in
England. la France, or in Germany?
F .-n in the United States lynchings do
not occur in States in which the courts
are so arranged that no more time than
justice to all parties demands is allowed
to elapse between a violation of a law
and the trial of the person accused of
violating it. So it will be seen that the
change mentioned herein would have a
tendency to lemon the probability of
lynchings in the State, in addition to




The control of the tremenaous sinter
majority by the handful of gold men Its
the Chicago convention would be a case
of the tail wagging the dog.
. _
The farmers who are in the habit of
complaining that the prices of their pro-
ducts are so low, should remember that
the priced of everything they have to
purchase have fallen about as rapily as
have those of their crops, and that,
therefore, they are not as bad off as they
might be.
Leading electricians claim that the
new vacuum tube light will be three
times as brilliant as the present light
and its cost only one-third as much. It
is to be hoped that it will he brought
into general use as quickly; as possible,
especially now that it is known to com-
bine the quality of cheapness with that
of excellency.
I It appears from an official statementthat the annual sale of beer and ale in
the United States has increased from
$8,500,000 in 1876 to $36,000,000 at the
preeeut time, which seenis to show that
the efforts of the Prohibitionists are
conducive to a growing taste for malt
beverages.
Talk is said to be eneup, but this is
not always the case as a London phys-
ician a short while since discovered by
having to pay $40,000. He revealed a
professional secret to his wife, and she,
woman-like, confided it to the rest of
the world, and as a result her hubby had
to pay $40.000 and the costs of the suit.
He'll not tell her any more secrets.
Several papers urge McLean for the
second place on the Democratic ticket
because he has money. That's not a
sufficient reason, especially in view of
the fact that this is not to be a boodle
campaign on the part of the Democrats,
although the Republicans are making
their preparations to spend more money
this year than they have ever before
spent in attempting to elect a President.
The Democrats will depend upon the
justness of their cause and the Ameri-
can people's sense of fairness to win
this election for them.
It is said that there is a scheme on
foot to make the Democratic ticket
Bland and McLean—that Missouri and
Ohio have joined forces to that end.
The people of the country had rather
have someone else than McLean in the
second place, and they will to express
themselves through their representatives
in the Chicago convention. Boies and
Bland would make a most excellent
ticket, as we would then have a fine
man for President, and would get even
with the Republican Senators by put-
ting Bland to preside over them.
The Ilessachneettsisegialature is most
assuredly composed of level-headed men,
as is shown by:the fact that it has just
appropriated $600,000 to be used in im-
proving the public roads of the State.
They first made experiments for several
years, and finally concluding that there
was money to the farmer in having good
roads it appropriated the sum mentioned,
and will continue to make appropria-
tions until every road in the State is like
the streets of a city. It is a pity that
other States do not follow the example
of Massarhusette in this respect, us they
would all find that it would pay.
_ 
It is a great pity that there is not
some law by which six or seven of the
little Western boroughs, upon which the
Republican party conferred Statehood
C3,11 not again be made into Territories
or else all put together and made into
one State. There are eight of them, hay-
ing sixteen United Senators, and yet the
combined population of all eight dots
not amount to as much as three-fourths
of the population of Kentucky. At the
last election Nevada cast 10,878 von*. A
Senator from that State represents only
5,439 people, while the Congressman
represents all 10,878. The vote in Utah
and Idaho and Wyoming is much larger,
and only one or two of those eight filtates
has as large a population as the Second
Congressional district of Kentucky has.
Uncle Sam has some splendid battle-
ships, as good as the best of any nation,
but the great trouble is that he hasn't
enough of them, as he would soon dis-
cover if he should get to scrapping with
John Bull or any of the other first-clam
naval powers. Uncle Sam should take
the bulk of the money that he is squan-
dering in pensions for people who do
not need them and who are not entitled
to them and put it into first-class battle-
ships. At least one hundred million
dollars is paid every year to pensioners
who are not in any way entitled to re-
ceive a single cent, and, as the average
cost of a first-clam battle-ship is about
three and a half million dollars, it wil
be seen that he could build twenty-eight
of them each year, which would give
him within fifteen or twenty years the
very finest and largest navy afloat; and
then he could always make Mr. John
Bull -shinny on his own side" on all
occasions, while at present all he can do
is to talk and he has to be very careful
about that sometimes.
Good sermons are not always delivered
from a pulpit. If any of the brilliant
pulpiteers of the present day can deliver
a better one than the following extract
from a letter in the recently published
"Life awl Letters of Oliver Wendell
Homes" it will be well worth hearing.
In a letter to James William Kimball
that rare old sermonizer, the' Autocrat,"
wrote: -I have not the least personal
desire to change any other person's faith
who lives in peace with God and man,
except just so far as he is an aggressive
spiritual neighbor. One of my young
women goes to Mr. Kirk's, a very good
young woman I think Two others are
Roman Catholics; both of thetu are
models. I havenno disposition to meddle
with the belief of either. Heaven has
more gates than Thebes ever had, I be-
lieve, and I can not suppose that these
people, or any others, mast borrow my
key." Dr. Homete ingenious thrust at
the "aggressive spiritual neighbor" and
his view of heaven as a city of many
gates, to enter which no man need bor-
row another's key, embody the essence
of true religion. It is simply a para-
phrase of St. Paul's noble eulogy of
charity as the greatest of Christian vir-
tues. It is a great pity that the kindly
"Autocrat's" spirit of toleration does
not fill the earth.
The retirement from the Senate of
Daniel W. Voorhees at the close of his
present term next March will close as
picturesque a career as the politics of
the present day affords Ill-health is
the alleged regimen why he promises to
step down and out, but the expectation
of a Republican majority being elected
to the Indiana Legislature next fall is
the actual cause for his decision. For
more than a third of a century Voor-
hees has been one of the compicions fig-
ures in national politics. Unlike Hen.
chicks, McDonald and Gray he never
really stood any chance for the Preen
dency, but he has been longer in public
lie life than any of them were. In this
mimed his record even beat"( that of
Jesse D. Bright, who was among the
most prominent of Indiana Democrats
at the beginning of the war and for
years before that date. The tortuous
course of Voorhees on many important
issues, his impulsiveness and his gener-
al lack of balance are among the reasons
why the Democratic national conven-
tions always ignored him when they
came to nominate Presidential tickets.
These qualities, however, coupled with
his prominence and his readiness as an
orator, have made him a most interest-
ing personality, whom the public will
Mae when he retires.
Blood
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An Irish judge in St. Louis has given
a legal definition of drunk. He divides
drunkards that conic into his court into
three classes, the simple, the complex
and the compound. The simple drunk
is a man just drunk, but no more than
drunk, a man who can carry himself a-
long respectably and without any de-
moustration of his hate or love of the
world. The complex is made up of the
incapable, and the compound is a mix-
ture of the incapable and disorderly.
This is a standard classification of in-
toxication that should be stllowed to
stand.
If the Republicans are successful at
the November election we will have to
bid farewell to what foreign trade this
country now has, as the increase in the
tariff will prevent any foreigners from
trading with us, and the American flag
will no longer he seen in the chief ports
of the world. There was a time when
70 per cent. of the commerce
of the world was carried in
American vessels, but now not 10 per
cent. of it is so carried. The Republican
tariff laws and laws of every sort in re-
gard to commerce and ship-building
which have been in force since the war
are responsible for this disappearance of
the American flag from the high seas.
Mr. Cleveland says that it would be a
Mine to elect McKinley to the Presi-
dency, and he is right about it, as the
chief reason for electing McKinley is
that the manufacturers may be enabled
to ROB the people of the country through
the means of a high tariff—and if that
Is not a crime, what is it? It would be
grand larceny. These manufacturers
would not contribute vast sums of money
to a campaign fund for McKinley unless
they expected to get it back Its some
way, and there is no other way in which
they could get it back except through
an increase of the tariff and that is the
way in which they have always been
repaid in the past.
While Mr. Cleveland is bitterly oppon
ed to the free coinage of silver, he says
that he is a Democrat and expects to
support the nominee of the Chicago con-
vention. In gmaking of the matter a
few days ago, he said that in his opinion
the election of McKinley would be a
crime. He thinks that the people can
be more greatly injured through the
tariff than in any way possible, and for
that reason he dreads the mere idea of
of Republican success this year, because
he knows that the manufacturers are
responsible for the nomination of Mc-
Kinley, and he knows that they would
not be bothered with the matter unless
they MAT ahead of them a chance to rob
the people.
The St. Louis Globe Democrat says:
"The Democratic nomination if given
to Mr. Bland, will be as nearly an un-
sought honor as such things can be un-
der our system of politics. Mr. Bland
has never clamored for the nomination
and he must be surprised at the party
popularity which is already his, no mat-
ter what may be his fate at Chicago."
Mr. Bland's course has been just the op-
posite to that of McKinley, who had
agents running here and there all over
the United States buying up delegates
and in many instances baying up whole
State delegations with money furnished
by men who expect to become much
more wealthy than they now are in case
he should be chosen to the Presidency
in November next.
In addressing the Democratic State
Convention at Saratoga a few days ago,
ex-Gov. Roswell P. Flower, of New
York. said: "Republican itscendency
in the nation would undoubtedly be foL
lowed by another attempt to establish
minority rule in the Democratic South-
ern States by means of a Force Bill"
Mr. Flower remembered that Wm. Mc-
Kinley, the man who is now asking for
the Southern people's vote was one of
the men who fought hard in the House
to aid in the passage of the Force Bill of
1891, and from which the South was on-
ly saved by the aid of six Republican
Senators, Cameron, of Pennsylvania,
Jones and Stewart, of Nevada, Teller
and Wolcott, of Colorado, and Wash-
burn, of Minnesota, who voted with the
Democrats in return for aid for silver.
It is wonderful how Major McKinley
and Senator Thurston could have kept
their faces straight, could have kept
from breaking out into a great big horse
laugh while on Tuesday they stood on
the porch of McKinley's residence in
the presence of the Notification Com-
mittee and a vast assemblage of visitors
and said things about each other and
about the Republican party and the
vast amount of good it had done and
would yet do the country when they
knew that every person within the
sound of their voices well knew that
not the one hundred-millionth part of
what they were saying was true. Yet,
they stood up there and talked as if
they really believed that they were
speaking the truth. McKinley is far too
good for this corrupt world and ought to
be tran4lated if he possesses the one bil
lionth part of the great and noble quali-
ties that Senator Thurston attributed to
him; and art to the Republican party—a
home in the United States under Re-
publican rule would be almost as much
to be desired as a home in heaven if the
party would only shower the blessings
upon the country that Mr. McKinley as-
snred the people it would. On the
whole the affair was a great farce.
It is impossible to see how any sane
man who has to work for his daily bread
can favor the Republican candidate
for President, when he knows that the
election of that man means higher taxes
on everything he has to buy, but does
NOT mean higher wages, more money
with which to buy those things. The
American laborers ought to have found
out long ago that a protective tariff
works directly against them, and that
they have not all discovered this is
wonderful, because they saw that the
necessaries of life became cheaper and
the wages remained stationary, and in
many cases int-reamed, when the Wilson
tariff law took the place of the McKinley
bill. This ought to be an object lesson
that all the Republican sophistry during
the entire campaign could not :mike the
laborer forget. Wherever the wages
were cut down on the, change of tariffs
it was done by Republican politicians
who hoped in that way to prevent the
laborers from seeing the benefits to be
derived from a tariff for revenue only.
For every case where the wages were
then reduced there were a dozen where
they were increased by honest men, and
they could afford to increase them, be-
muse the reduced tariff gaee them their
raw material cheaper. The laborer who
supports McKinley will stand greatly in
his own light, and after this object
esson just spoken of, he will not be en-
titled to any sympathy if he votes the
Republican ticket and finds his condi-
tion worse, his wages lower after the






A woman knows what a bargain
really is. She knows better than a man.
"BATTLE AX" is selected every time
by wives who buy tobacco for their hus-
bands. They select it because it is an honest
bargain. It is the biggest in size, the
smallest in price, and the best in quality.
The 5 cent piece is almost as large as the
10 cent piece of other high grade brands.
CICKIXIL
4111.1i 
The Philedelphia Ledger says that
Illinois, more than any other State, win
be the battle-ground of the coming
Presidential campaign. The free silver
Republicans in that State will vote for
the Deniocratie nominee, so Altgeld
thinks, anti if they do there are enough
of them to give the Democratic tick( t
the electoral vote of the State.
It is maid that the managem of theft •
publican campaign this year have de.
oirlid to dispense with the literary bu-
reau and rely npon newitpupere and
stump speakers to present the party's
claims to the people. The ear that tn.'
literary bureau is exceedingly expensive
and that it does not accomplish much,
as few of the people to whom campaign
documents are sent take the trouble to
read them, whereas they will read the
newspapers and listen to and be greatly
impressed by stump speakers. The
campaign managers are right about this
matter, and they can save money 11
this step, and the Democrats ought to do
- --
In favoring a high tariff and recip-
rocity the Republican party would
make a difference between nations, and
would thereby drive away the trade of
every nation that (lid cot get the benefit
of reciprocity, and if it be extended to
them all in order to get their trade—
then we would have no tariff at all and
there would then be no revenue with
which to defray the expenses of the
government. A protective tariff and
reciprocity will not work together. A
tariff for revenue only, as the Demo-
cratic party has advocated for years, is
the only way in which the matter can
be arranged so as to be at (Mee fair to
the people of this tonntry and the for-
eign nations that trade with
The British Parliament is once more
wrestling with "the deceased wife's
sister's bill." As usual, it was readily
passed by the House of Commons, but,
as usual, it encounters great opposition
in the Howe of Lords, the Bishops be-
ing strongly against it. It is an act to
repeal a long existing law which for-
bids marriage between a man and the
deter of his deceased wife. The law
does no good, because whi n couples
coining within its scope want to marry
they come to the United States or go to
some place on the continent of Europe
and marry, and when they return to
England the marriage stands, as it is
the policy of all nations to recognize a
marriage BR legal that was legal in the
country where it took place. As there
at no relationship existing between a
man and his deceased wife's sister, it is
strange that the Bishops in the House
of Lords should continue to oppose the
passage of the bill abolishing the law
prohibiting such a marriage, especially
now that the bill has been passed to
often and that the people of the coun-
try are in favor of it.
Taking everything into consideration,
it appeals; that ex-Gov. Horace Boles, f
Iowa, is by far the best man that the
Democratic convention can select as its+
Presidential nominee. He is a bettor
man for the nomination than Bland, be-
cause he is an all-round man. while
Bland has devoted his whole time since
1876 to the silver question—to the ex-
clusion of all others+. Then again,while
Mr. Boles has been perfectly sound on
the silver question, he has not been so
extreme in his position, and, therefore,
has not made so many enemies as has
the Missouri nein. All over Ow South
Mr. Boies is almost idolized by the Dem-
ocrats, while the name of Mr. Bland
creates little if any entlinsiasin ; and in
the West the Iowa man is equally as
popular and more so in the great North-
west. In addition to all these reasons
Mr. Boies can carry Iowa, something
that no other Le-rum-rat call do. The
country knows that Beim has executive
ability, becatuet he has been three time.
Governor of one of the most prosperous
States in the Union, while on the other
hand Mr. Bland has never been tried
and it is not known whether he would
be a success or a failure as an executive
officer. The best ticket that the party
could select would be Boies and Bland,
BR these two men could canimand the
support of every free silver man in the
country,because they are both men about
the public and private character of
whom no man can say aught but what
is good. No fair-minded man who had
the welfare of the country at heart
could turn away from these two men
and support such fellows as McKinley
and Hobart, who stand for all that is
unfair, corrupt and base in politics, and
who reprettent a tariff policy that would
Increase the taxes of every man, woman
and child In the country and be ruinous
to our trade with foreign countries.
YOUNG
WIVE
We Offer You a Remedy Which Insures




LOBS CaNYINCIENT OF ITS PAIN,
111ORBOU AND DANGER,
Makes CHILD-BIRTH Easy.
Endorsed and reeommended he ph, al.
clans, imildwlireo and those who hilt. teied
• H•ware •ubstItutais and imitations.
Bent by •xprures or gall. on receipt of prlee
•I••• wer ,Book"rTI
high tariff is good for nobody except the Milled the. containing
ulunte  ua./
manufacturer, and when it is too high susynas RZO1ILLT01 CO., Atlanta, on
even be tail' to gain by it. 5514.0 11 ALL DituOtilltra.
a
SITS DOWN ON TANNER
Dr. Clardy Sees No Occas-
ion For Joint Debates.
POLITICAL FO NTS.
Col. S. Ad Young. Is Being Groomed As a
Dark Horse.
Young Mr. Tanner, of Culhoon, wrote
to Dr. Clardy, asking that joint debates
throughout the district be arraeged.
Here is the highly sensible reply :
OFFICE OF J. D. CLABDS , M. C.
Second Ky. District.
NEWSTEA IS, KY., JI1110 26, 1896.
Lawrence P. Tanner, Attorney, Calhoon,
Ky.:
My Dear Sir:—! am just in receipt of
your letter atiking about making ap-
poiutments to speak. After a king ab-
sence I have just reached home and I
must give some time now to my private
business. In fact, I do not care to make
any speeches for some time to POMP, 1111d
as I understand you agree with time on
the silver question and other questions
of public interest, I see no occasion for
;discussion, unless it would be to give
information to the people, and I thnik
they are reasonably well informed, as!
have flooded the district with much bet-
ter speeches than you or I can make.
Of course you will conduct your own
canvass in any tawnier that may seem
most agreeable to yourself and make all
the speeches you desire. I will be ready
at the proper tinie to vindicate true
Democratic doctrine and do my best to
bring our good district back with an old
time majority to the Democratic column.
Very truly your friend,
JOHN D. CLSIIDY.
There is a disposition here to nomi-
nate CoL S. Ad Young for Congress.
There is not only a dioposition, but a
very strong and growing desire to have
him the standard bearer of the party in
the Congressional race this fall against
E. T. Franks or whomsoever the Repub-
lican party may decide upon. As to
Col. Young's popularity there can be no
doubt, as to his ability to win there is
hardly a less donee That he is the
(qual and very far the superior of
Franke on or off the stump anyone who
knows the two will not for a moment
question. Coming down to the main
point, there is no one better equipped
for making the race, and no one who
would bend his every energy in deep.
dead earnest to a greater degree than he
would do—Henderson journal.
Cone :net Items.
Concord, Ky.. Jnly 1.—Mr. and Mrs.
0. M. Davis, of Madisonville, are visit-
ing relatives here.
One of the most delightful entertain
ments ever given here was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Davis last
Thursday evening.
Mr. Ed Clerk and Mr. L. L. Yaw"-,
were in this neighborhood Sunday.
Miss Anice Boyd and Clandie Davis
spent Sunday night with Misses Oolitic
and Flora Davis.
Miss Margie Lacy has returned home
from Maunington where she has be( n
visiting friends. PETE AN DICK.
taty Financ.es.
The following is the report of Buckner
Leaven, City Treasurer of Hopkineville,
Ky., for the second quarter, from the
first day of April, 1896, the first day of
July, 1896:
itteceiPTS Or GENF:HAI, FIND.
Cash Ilishinee. AprIl I. Mg. 41.1.14.1
Cash Collecti-it. City Mk... 51,1112
Cash l'ollected trout l'eme-
terv 4414 55
Cash I'M lecied from. city
Court sin 35
Cash Collected front liquor
license 1.1:75 eu
('ash Collected front License
other than liquor. SIC 5r
Cash Coined front Trustees
Colored hIcina,le LEO 71
Cash I %sheeted from City At-
torney   IMO 76- 14,1177
121,121 as
Total Olsbunements from April I.
lout, to July I, IAA,  413.Ael 75
011 Hand Jul) I. Mal,   $7,544
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
11IPECIAL TO NEW ERA 1
Harrodsburg, Ky., July 2.—While Mr.
Wiliam Jones, u well-known farmer of
Mercer county, was out in his field plow.
hug, a thandendonn, accompanied by a
lightnent came up. Mr. Jones took ref-
ago ander a tree, and a few moments
after teaching this shelter he WWI struck
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Might Exchange.  1a,914 155.
Total
LIABILITIES.
(*atilt& Stock $A1.000 Ii)
surplus  2,7A rii
tither Undivided Profits  VS l firJ
i ircu hit ion.  14.41.11.1 tio
DIVIderida Unpaid  tie on
I olvidends this day, S per omit  1,920 no
Due to Banks ISO is





The Condition of the Hop-
kinsville Market.
LOUISVILLE MARKET.





Ens roe Ne 
Shun Ink report the market has le en
meet but fairly 'needy. Low and com-
mon grades are very low, while medium
and good to tine grades sell readily at
es fair prices as at any time during the
seation. This state of trade should en-
courege the planter% to grow qual-
ity inseead of quantity and not to
expect as much for common staff as
good grades of tobacco. Notaing will
pay so well as proper culture and hand-
ling of tobacco crop. Receipts to date
14,070. Sales 8,599 hhda.
ennftehlinuTun  
LUGS.
(3 cod..  . 32 7505 to 43 50
..$11 0075 tou()) :251 005(1
Common . 
(a,4nocluei
Medium 5 00 50 800
  h 00 to 10 00
10 00 to 15 00
.Wrapptrs short plug le to 10, long $10
15.
Yours truly, M. D. Boehes. 
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
R..ported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange. Bourbon Stockyards,
Louisville, Ky., July 1.—The cattle
market was extremely dull under a light
run of connuon staff, the receipts being
increased by the stock carried over from
yesterday. The supply moved slowly
tinder inactive local dennuid onlynand
trading la,oked interest. No change in
prices was reported. At the chisel' lerge
portion of the offerings was unsold.
Oalves.—The receipts of calves were
light. Under slack demand the market
was dull, with prices nominally nu-
changed.
Extra shipping   157114 59U
I.Ight shipping  WO 365
Best butcher,   a :am 3170
Fair to Rood Ira feller*   Vu. it Ou
Common to undlititit butehers  1754 125
Thin. rou vt, poor cows
and within lige   1 01.109 1 rel
'neat to extra oXeli   I Tie $S
tit 1110(1111M oxen Ia. SIM
Feeders ....... . 10.s nil
tttockerd  IMO se
Hulls ................. V715
Veal estIves dad lid1
choler . 11011,111111
Fair tit t(1.1tXt nilleh cows . 51(11143U usi
Home—Receipts for hogs were liberal
and of fairly good quality. Under good
shipping demand the market was active
with quick sales. Prices, which were
firm, did not vary materielly from yes-
terday's figures. Light hogs were fa-
vored by the demand and sold meet read-
ily. Good clearance was made.
Choice packing and butchers, 2 23
011th $ 1.5
Fair to good packing. NO 24  lb 3 sags 55
Good to extra light, 100 to IsiTh . 3a'14351
Fut shoats. 120 to 1511....,:i;eju;45.
Fat shoots, hal to 131/ . Nees eu
Hotighrt. Nal to OW th .. S 5005Th
Sheep and Lambs. —The receipts of
sheep and Iambi' were heavy and made
up largely of good lambs Depressed by
the approach of the Fourth the market
was easy on good offerings and dull with
35c decliuo on eommon and medium
g des. Prices of the better grades,
which were in request for shipments
showed little fluctuation, and at the
close all prime stuff found takers; trashy
lands and culls were hard to sell, and
some were carried over for to-morrow's
market.
owed to extra shipping she'll 75(011
Fair to good ..... $ !Vas 7s
Common to medium  IOU I 75
!lecke
Extra Iambs 
  I Nos? T.'
„ 5 tome 65
Fair LO good ...... . attest 5 
Common to tnedlunt butchers
lamb.  3 owe/A
Tall ends or culls   I mei
LOUISVILLE TOBACCO MARKET.
Furni•lied by Glover & Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse.
Sake on our market for the week just
clotted amount to 3,873 hhils. with re-
ceipts for the same period 3,747 hhde.
Sales on our market since JAIL 1st
amount to 90,423 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 86,569 lilids.
The offerings this week on oar market
embraceul 1.315 hh(La. of (lark tobacco.
The good grades of leaf in suitable con-
dine?) met a good demand ander(' taken
at prices 'satisfactory to ?tellers, whili
the common and non-descript leaf re-
menet unchanged and Is selling at
prices lower than have ruled for years
past. In some localities considerable
damage has been done to the growing
crop by lanvy rains, but in localities
where the crop has not been thus effect-
ed it is in an unusually advanced stag(
for the time of year. The following
quotations fairly represent our market
for dark tobacco, 1895 crop:
Trash   $1 00 to $1 25
common to medium lags 1 00 to 1 51
Dark rich Inge, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf   2 50 to 3 M)
Medi UM to good leaf  3 50 to 5 00
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  '700 to 800
Gladness Comes
Ilifith a better understanding of the
• transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts—pleasant efforts—
rightly directed. There is comfort iv
the awe ledge, that so many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the aystem, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. Thnt is why it is the only
remedy with millions (4 families, and is
everywhere esteemed 60 highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy whieh promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you per-
cheese that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If lii the enjoyment of geed health,
and the symtein is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then riot needed. If
afflicted with any avteal ilit.euee. one
may be eommendiel to the mu at skill:id
physician's. but if in need of it laxative,
one should have ttie best, timid with the
well-informed everyweere. Syrup of
Fire %Lunde highest and s meet largely






1, iS. nely rem...1y meteor' 0,4117 for
Teellung rau.nrcn rho. ever.. NO UNA..., of
a..y korel. Onsuanteed I., refer. •n-I run ell
1...A el .m.1 Store ao• Ttoolboo. In... al to M.
1 • tboo..... of sot. en.
Coe. •ortir
All Imre.. Orr-rote-1n for
Ind fr.
P. W. r1,0•6 • CO ,
61. eserelle. •
:?erfect Health.
the r.ystein in perfect or-
': r the otcasional aus., ot
!CA 1.i\,•er Pills. They
tho bowels and prsduce
A' Vigorous BAy.
T'cr sick in adache,malario„
It.! 1:7 7.s, constipation and kin-












Ovn orrice Is opeossre U.S. PATtSTOIFICC
and we cans, ure patent so kelt wadi thaa those
remoteir7de .4s dri'austrigSend m wluor pheto., Milt descrip-
tion. We seen, if patentable or Out, free of
charre. Our fee not due Oil potent is secur,d.
PcosiQA 111LtiT.:;.,11,17. s. 
forego 









O'd Muidal Benefit L fe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
—See Their New Contract.—
Everythinz in the Contract.
Loans and real ebtate are
specialties with us.
Office on Went side North Main, near









Is their fm-teal as an external ritmely for
Paha, 9prelue, Cute, Wretches and 'truism
and all like accidental ailments.
CARRY A BOTTLE ALONG.
You'll find It of particular use when Gripes,
Pains in the gtonnich come on—nothing
Letter for I rs.nss or t holers Mortara





Cures tom troulIee of tbe
3 hirral
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEI:WILMA. LAGRIPPE.In.WILL CURE 












and Ilealtbful aid to
1111•DACHB Suffer-
n,. Brings eleep to the RI...plow Cores Interim's
and Nervowi Prostration. tool Soole1 with wormiest
imitations lab. gully CtleSibleice. Prier. ISOe
at all Druggists or mailed free. AtiFiXTS
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM "—wsider•
(LI cures of Salt Rheum, Old Sores, Cutalffonnee.
atoms, Froisteites. Limit all other ritnall'S Gr
piLge, price, gae at tinteetel fb..11 on llerithoi
nee Address Cushn. ro Drug Co.. gln.
noinrilliet Ind. w4 iris ewes at,, Chicago. In
Beautitul. 
We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
our Houses
For spring should look nest and
pretty. We do the FINEST
PAINTING, GRA1NIG, GLASS
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN-
ISHING, and FItES0OIiG We,
are
Responsible
And guarantee our work. Write
or call on us for estimates on all
work.
Girard & Ricker,
Telephone orders to L. L. Elgin'
trust store.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trews arrive here:
INo, 53, St. Louis expres. .6:04) tun
No. 55, accommodation. .706 am'
No. 93. Chicago express 6 :45 am
No, 51, St. LOttiA mail 6:29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail. 1005 am
No. 54, St. Louis express .  9:50 pm
No. 56, neotnint Annum  8 :40 Ian
No. 92, Chicago express,  9:10 pin
No, 53 makes connections at Guthrie
for Louisville and points East. No. 55
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
ave Money
Drop in t9 my store and I will F ate uu money iu
Fancy and Staple Dress Goods,







and every line of goods to be hi(1 in a iirst-chiss city goo Its
equb'ishment c in be foui.d at lowest prices at
T. M. JONES'.
Will &owl out at WHOLESALE COST all my
krifig and fuMmer wool nress oodô, all my Hurst Waists
and all my ladies' M sees and Children's Sh )es and
Slippers This June 10111, 1396.
EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE
IN LIFE
either FavorahlP cr Otherwise
IS Capable of Being Turned to Good Account.
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 39c,
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 49c.
Ladies' Tan Oxfords 59c.
Ladies' Opera Slippers 39c.
adies' Opera Slippers 45c.
Ladies' Pat. Vamp Sandals 63c.
Ladies' Oxford Ties (blk ) 35c.
Men's Base Ball Shoes 50.
Men's Rubber Tennis Shoes 35c.
r 2- -2 2 
SPECIAL H.  "ThC 4 SPECIAL PRICES
1 tiOOD MATTING t!ie 16. p p Some way belowcost summer
The Big 
:4 gRococdasu!seWwehy?Come at once
U you want 1 hou.tht tooDepartment Stnre




HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reorganised. .Ten able and experienced teachers. Thorough courses in An-
nent and Modern Lauguagen English, Mathematics, M nee-. Art and Elocution.
Building renovated; Furniture New; Electric Lights. Forty-third session opens
SEPTEMBER 2n, 1e96. For Catalougue, addreme
EDMUND HARRISON, President.








Good rellittt and honest made clothing at prices to hatn3on-
ize. with the tim,a.
V. Ir. Gror fir",
JOHN B. CAS:431 tn1. A G LeNe le
OYAL
Insarance Company cf 1:‘(!ictl
(INOORPORATED.)]
BARPEE AND CASTLEMAN,
MAN4ICER 3 ) I THERM Di Pi RTMLN7
COL V.IfBI4 BUILDIFG. LOUISVILLE, Al'
G+RNETT & MOORE, AG I En.
THE LONG AND SHORT
OF 1T
is a:et we make clothing for tall men
as well as thorn but the tall and the
short last the mine length of time.
EY( f bill; made I y CLARK is perfect
in fit. uolny in style, and beautifully
finished. They have a fine line of light
weight 1-1:!!. Serge'', homespun, and
chevieta, for stenmer wear to cheese
from.
PAGG & RICHARDS,












MR. DEPtosoS PRIVATE CAR.
-
o Frills Ontelde and No Fed of Comfort
and Elegance In the Interior.
A glance ....to Chauncey M. Depew's
private traveling ear shows that ta-
railroad magnate brae in comfort itial
elegance while on thereat!. Something
like $40,000 was expended in making
this tailace cm wheels env of the best
specimena of the car trailder'n art possi-
ble. Mr. Depew takets his annual tours
over the railroad ;systems of the talantry
in this car, and recently he traveled
about 10,000 miles, going twits, arms
the eontitient. and when the ear wits
turn tI',vol. to OW isetwetors at the end
of tha joureey for dll overhaaling mit a
nut or strew WWI totted look, or ens of
order, and all thee Wee necessary to tin-
pure the ear for another Journey wits to
sweep end (last it.
Mr. Dillow is not it great lever of
glitter and tinsel, wed lienee tea ex.
tenter of his ear is not pArtioularly at.
tractive. NV hen he travel's, he di esti 't
Oartl to have the penple of wayside 'de-
tains when- he may chance to atop a, ok.
lug about airl staring in at the windows
to sea what great Man has (some to
town, and so the exterior of the ear pre-
sents about the same appearance as oth-
er palace ears of the Wagner company.
One has to explore the interior to fiud
luxury, comfort and elegance.
The car is 74 feet long, and is fitter!
with Westinghouse airbrakes, a whistle
signal service to the engineer.. ;steam
heat and an instrument which weords
the 'peed of the car. The indicator has
often registered 85 miles an hour.
At the rear of the car is the observa-
tory section. It is • email room, luxuri-
ously upholstered and furnished with
easy chairs done in heavy plush. Large
windows on the sides and rear give a
complete view of the pawing scenery.
Next in order come the staterooms.
These, in reality, aro bedrooms, they are
so large and commodious. They are
throe in number and contain full size!
beds. Mr. Depew never sleeps in a berth
when traveling, and the room he occu-
pies; would almost swallow two of the
cubby holes called 14301ns in some New
York flats. Each mom is ;supplied with
hot and cold water and electric call
bells. The draperies alai decorations aro
fit far a Fifth avenue house.
A narrow hallway runs along tao
front of these bedrooms and leads to t
main all!;,.,n. This is also the dila; a
room. It is about 15 feet long and Os,
width of the ear. The woodwork is solid
mahogany throaglinat An immense
French plate pier ease at the en t of the
sabot' gives the compartment *se ap-
pear-ewe of being niuii larger than it
really is. The windows are doable to
keep out the dust. Its one corner, by the
great mirror, is a esentary, supplied
with statioaery and telt graph blanks,
and above it is a conapartment for books.
This holds railroad .naanuals. reports of
the interstate commerce anti the state
railroad commissions, and other Loolss
of that charactsv for the convenience of
Mr. Dopew.• The windows are hung
with heavy silk curtains, and the easy
chairs are of plush and velvet. Around
the center table from four to six persons
may dine in comfort.
Next to the maiu saloon is a small
section room with berths for use in
emergencies, and then comes the porter's
room, which is as well furnished almost
a stateroom in the average sleeping
car. Beyond are the kitchen and pantry,
where Mr. Depew's own cook prepares
all his meals while traveling. The
kitchen is supplied with all the appur-
ten:owes necessary to a model kiteheu.
-New York Sun. •
A ItassisA 11311zzard.
The hurricane blasts battered us, the
icy cold benumbed Us, ill clad, ill shod,
fasting, altogether Unprepared for such
a storm. The sharp, fiercely driven snow
points pained and almost blinded On,
the prolonged trudge exhausted us, IVOIM
out by toil, constantly falling into drifts
from which we each time row with in-
creasing difficulty. The frequent stop-
pages when, in pitch darkness, we at-
tempted with frown hands to adjust the
harness; still more bapumbed us. Therm.
again, the poor Russian peasants with
4.4 kept loudly bemoaning their fate,
saying we should all be dead befort•
morning. They would try to lag behind,
awl wanted to give in, lie down and
pray.
We r.ngliele while equally knowing
that it was an occasion for prayer,
thought we ehould be more worthy of
having our prayers answered if we used
for our preservation such powers, men-
tal and physical, as had been granted to
a:a There may, indeed, have ls:u mo-
ments when the evil temptation also
comae to some of us to abandon time strup-
gie ; and hero I must admit that the °Le
among us who by his cheeriness's, calni
courage, aid to the Pilling and fertility
of resource most inaPired na with hope
when we hi. gun to despond, and to
elite, guidance we mainly owed our
lives, had a large admixture of Poliah
blood in his veins. Even he, however,
admitted, when we Were Rafe, that his
only hope throughout had been that we
were by chance going in the right diow-
tion.
The constant hand to hand struggles
with our horses, which literollycowerea
Litre the blasts, endeavoring to avoid
them by turning round,, probably ware
beneficial, as tending to keep up our cur-
en Ost ion. -Blackwood 'a
Pullman Car Names.
Georg-. M. Pathan)) aenies the pretty
fairy story about his denahier, who was
said to give names to all the hilliest)
palace ears and draw a salary of $10,0o0
therefor. To a ?ittstburg reporter he
said the other day: '42idy datightar nev-
er manned a car that I know of, and
most certaiuly did not draw the $10,000
salary. I have named several ears, but
was never paid for My services. The
rare are named in the °file,. It was a
prevy story larking only the little fea-
tart: of truth." Mr. Pullman's own pri-
vete car /hos been his traveling home for
20 years', and every president since Liu-
cola has ridden in it.















EMI-ANNUAL  CLEARANCE  SALE! 
-40f Superb Bargains and Wonderful Values!
€41Arill Continue Until July 1.0th.
Dry Goods, Clothing, Hats, Shoes and Furnishing Goods at Panic
Prices. Read this advertisement carefully; it will save you money. It is interesting reading. You
will find something that you want at prices lower than you ever bought before. I will not take up
your valuable time in glowing descriptions of the goods, but ask you to peruse each line carefully
and note prices.
• Wool Dress Goods.
7 cts 5 ctsa yawl feawool filling poplin, worth
to cts. for Check Natisook worth al, eta.
161/2 cts
4 cts •
for Check Nainkook. worth 5 eta.
a yard for English Henrietta cloth,
36 inches wide, worth 35 eta.
19 cts
a yard for Storm Serge, worth 3.5s.
19 cts
a yard for Wool Filling Crepoatt,
worth s5
29 cts
a yard for All-Wool Serge, worth.
eta.
25 cts
a yard, a few pattorna Fancy Suit-
ings that told at 40 eta.
50., cts
a yard for fine silk finish Black
Henrietta. worth 75 eta.
71 cts
a yard for finest Silk Finish Black
Henrietta, 46 inches wide, worth
e1.25.
50 cts




it yard for Splendid Lawns, worth
sa, eta.
7 cts
a yard for Persian Effect Diminity,
orth 121, eta.
73‘ cts '
'-for fine tulta Linen, worth 10e.
8 1-3 cts
for Extr t Fine India Linen, worth
121.„ cts.
Ct.8
for Handsome Quality India Linen,
worth 20 eta.
171/2 cts
for Beautiful Sheer India Linen,
th 25 eta.
•
a yard for extra witle Torchon lace,
71/2 cts worth 15 eta.
for beautiful large plaid white 25 ctsgoods, worth 121, eta.
8 1-3 cts
for fine white check and stripe
mity, worth 15 eta.
10 cts
a yard for beautiful dotted Swiss,
worth 15 eta.
7 cts
a yard for beautiful
wort 35 eta. 
di-
Mull. sold at lac.
36 cts 
for fast color red Table Cloth, worth
19 cts
for splendid quality Floor Oil
Cloth, worth 30c.
25 cts
for extra heavy Floor Oil Cloth,
worth 4oe,




a yard for narrow Hamberg edge,
worth 5 eta.
5 cts
a yard for nice Hamburg edge and
insertmgrow worth 51 3 eta.
71/2 cts
a yard for wide Hamburg
worth 10 es
15 cts
a yard for extra wide hamburgl
175 cts
for Heavy Spreads worth $1 00.
yards Torchon
8 1-3 cts
a yard for beautiful Smyrna lace
worth 12 eta.
10 cts
a yard for beautiful Wash Silks, 35
worth 50 cts.
44 cts





for extra wide red German Tale
Cloth, worth 50e.
4 cts
aeh for pure linen Napkins, worth
tic.
5 cts
each for pure liken Napkins, worth
a pair for niee quality Lace Oar- 7e.








for a bunch of 12
lace worth 10 cts.
10 cts
for a bunch of 12
lace, worth 15 eta.
15 cts
for a bunch of 12
lace, worth 25 eta.
20 cts
a pair for fine large Lace Curtains
worth $1.25.
$1.23




for full size Spreads, worth 75 eta.
yards Torchon ;
$1.19
for extra heavy large fancy Spread,
worth $1.75.
Towels, Table Cloths and
Napkins
14 cts
yards Torehon each for Turkish toweLs.
5 cts
each for Linen Towels.
for a bunch of 12 yarde,wide,Torch- '12 cts 8 1-3 cts
on lace, worth 30 ets, each for Large Linen Towel.% worth 
for handsome
5 cts 15 eta. 
worth 1115c.
a yard for beautiful colored edge 12 cts 17 cts
Torchon lace worth 7 etsa each for large size Tyrkish Towels, 
for 1meavy Rag Carpets, worth 25e.
worth 15 ins.
20 cts
each for very large Turkish Towels
worth 25c.
19 cts




eaeli for pure linen Napkins, worth
813.
7 cts
for fine large linen Napkins, worth
oic.
10 CteS






eaca for Aluminum thimbles.
Harder than steel, lighter than a
feather. More durable than silver
anti guaranteed not to tarnish.
5 cts
for horn dressing combs. worth 10c.
5 cts • •
for rubber tuck combs, worth 15c.
5 cts
for set patent dress stays, worth 10c.
5 cts




worth 20e. for yard wide bleach Do:acetic soft
finish, only 10 yards to a customer.
• cts
Skein File Embroiderysilk, worth 15 eta
5c. for good quality Sheeting. Only 5
yards to a customer.5 C. S
a yard for best quality Apron Ging- for a hank Soxony yarn, worth 10e.
ham, sO,e.
111 eta
15 cts fora ball of Crochet Silk, worth
for wool finish, black figured Sat- 15c.
teen, worth 25c.
121/2 cts
ffn- Raven Black Satteen, worth lac.
5 cts




a yard for extra wide Black Figured
25 eta
for solid colored all wool Tam
o'Shanters, worth 35c.
29 eta
for fancy Tam O'Shantert. worth
40e.
5 eta
for muslin baby caps. worth 10c.
10 C18
for muslin baby calls, worth 15c.
15 eta
for muslin washable baby, caps,
worth 25e,
39 eta
for beautiful baby caps, worth GOn.
FANS




for yard wide brown Domestic.
30 eta
for 10 rards good Calico. Only 10
! yards to a customer.
soap for Sc, 5 CO
1 cts
a spool for silk twist.
10 et fa
for black cotton gloves, worth 15c.
12 eta
for blank silk mitts, worth 20r.
19 eta
. for black silk mitts, worth 25c.
15 eti
for stolid color Tam O'Shanters,
worth 25e.
19 ets
for 164 bleac,h sheeting, only 5
yards to a cuatoruer.
4 et..a




yard for heavy stripe cottonade.
7 eta




yard for Grass cloth.
Last, But Not Least, Comes-
••-,t:CLOTHING, IIATS,FURNISHING GOODS AND SHOES.4
A Feast For Bargain Hunters!
Suits.
.52 7;_i Buys a neat man's square
. cut task suit, worth $1 50.
00 Buys choice of 
roun
dalot
square cut sack tint, worth $76f 
,05.008 :us; ta1sb. n8dsiudit that
at $5.
boy's





!,..6 119 Buys choice of a
cf euits worth *9 to
$7 .50 Buys choice of
suits, former price
$17u50.00 13ys choice of
'mita that sold st $6
Oro 00.Buys a nice boy's
worsted suit, former
$7 50.
69c Buys a child's knee suit
nice line sold a
t $l.
$12 00. ,4?Sc Buys a child's knee . uit
m v best 
$10 to .";_l 4,:1B5u0ys a child's knee
former price $2 25.





Buy a Trunk or I
Valise from me









Si 75 Buys a splendid child's
suit that sold at $2 50. 39c
2 50 Buys a nice child's suit that
sold at
00 Buys choice of a line of
child's suits that sold at $5 to 68c
$6.
for child's knee pants worth
25c.
for choice of knew pants worth
35c to 40e.
for child's Corduroy pants,
worth 50c to 75r.




Pants. 49 for choice of all men's pacts ish 
hats, worth $2 to $2 50.
for men and boy's cottonade
worth $5 to $C. '48c for choice of all 75e and $l
pants, worth 50c. 
75c for boys cassimere pants straw hats.
for men's cottonaie
worth $1 25. 361c for choice of all 50c straw hats.
pan*
for men: fancy stripe heavy
cotton pants. worth $1. 
it for suspenders, worth 25c.
62c for boy's pants worth $1.
worth 60c Furnishing Grods.
for men's and boy's etuusitnere
Hats.
for drill drawers worth 35c.50c of stiff
pants, worth $l 50. 
2 9c for bleach drawers, worth 40c.
c 
of stiff Sc for heavy- sox. worth 10c.
1 4S wforrthin;2;3'21i5 cassimere 25c for undershirts and drawers,
1 99 for men's cassitnere
worth $3 50.
2 48 for men's cassitnere
worth $4
pants
for choice of one lot
hats, worth 11 50.
I 00 fotri6l 
worth 
tchoice 5one lotha
-19c for nice quality crusher hats, ; worth 40e.
worth 75. .
88c for tourist hats, former price
pants $1 25.
f 48 for choice of lot of nice atyi-
pants 3,64c for laundied negligee shirts,
' worth 50c.
69e for negligee shirts, worth $1.
5e yard for Simpson calico.
==1\./Z=1\,3L3=M =ME=
E. FRANKEL'S,
Down In The Bottom! Shryer's Old Stand!
















THE NEW ERA. EXTRA TERM CALLED. SOME SHORT STORIES.
$1.00 A YEAR.
no,eeived at the ooatot11,-0 In Hopkinsville A
aevottal-clas. wait matter.
Friday, July 3, 1$96
COURT DIRECTORY.
Week of Court During Where Hopkinsville People
Next Month. Are Summering.
HOME HAPPENINGS.
CIRCUIT COURT-neat Monday in JUDO
and foarth Monday in February and Sep-
tember. Condensei
QUAa ITALY Coterr---Second Mondays
in Jaileary, April. July and October.
Fusese IDOCRT -First Tuesday in April
euld October.
005ITY COURT-First Monday in every
month.
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. J. E. Croft, of Crofton, was here
Tuesday.
Mr. J. W. Still, of Logan county, is
in the city.
Miss Lena Mosely, of Fairview, was
in town Tuesday.
Mr. Nick Dicken, of Fairview, was in
town Wednesday.
Miss Lizzie Long is spending a few
days at Cerulean Springs.
Kra. W. F. Anderson, of Madison-
ville, is visiting in the city.
Judge and Mrs. J. I. Landes returned
Wednesday from Fnuikfort.
Mrs. George Mimms, of Trenton, was
chopping in the city Tuesday.
Mrs. Ada Graham has returned from
visit to friends in the country.
Mr. John Williams, of Gracy, was
here on business Saturday morning.
Mr.Neville Bla.keniore, of New York,
is visiting relatives in the city and cyan-
tee
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Norse, of Spring-
field, 0., are visiting Mrs. Cortez Lear-
ell
Mrs. John Gilmour and little son, of
Owensboro, are visiting Judge and Mrs.
John Friend.
Mrs. James Y. Celiines,of Evansville,
is visiting Miss Nannie Byars on South
Main St.
Miss Nora Fowler, of Henderson, is
visiting the family of Mr. W. T. Wil-
leunson.
Miss Addie Tuylor, of Springfield, 0.,
is visiting Mies Bessie Leavell, on East
Seventh St.
Mum Minnie Uumetead, of Earling-
ton, is visiting MIAs 34°11 Richards on
South Main.
Among the visitors to the city Saturday
`71,16 Mr. Toni Wactliugton. of the Gracy
neigh torte_ od.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Petree, of Louis-
ville, are visiting the family of Mr.
John Danfurth.
Mrs. H. R. Cooper has returned from
a pleasant visit of six weeks duration to
friends in Cincinnati_
Mr, Jack Tandy, of the Pemdroke
neighborhood, was among the visitors
to the city Saturday.
Nint. Archie Bottles left Wednesday at
teu o'clock for Sheboygan, Wis., to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Dreg.
Mrs. M. A. Grief and Miss Marion
Katz, of West Point, Miss., are visiting
Mis. R. S. Cube n, on Fearth street.
Misses Mary and Dagma Cayce, of
Huntsville, Ala., arrived in the city
Tuesday to vied Mrs. William Hill.
Mr. W. C. Graves. of Wetherford,
Texas, is spending the summer in this
city and the summer resorts of this sec-
tion of the State.
Mrs. Geo. A. Caldwell and daughter,
...''Mies Minnie, of Evansville, are on a
protracted visit to their relatives in this
city, the families of Messrs Jas. and
,no. D. Hill.
Miss Ella Kirtley, who has been vis-
iting the fin lily of Mr. Edgar Brad-
shavr, to.ar ceaky, has returned to her
twine at Smith Grove, accompanied by
Mess Bradshaw.
A fascinating novel, called "The City
of Sin.,, written by a bright young
lady of Hopkinsville, Ky., Miss Hattie
Lee Johnston has just been placed on
the market and is taking well. Sever-
al Louisville papers have devoted over
a column describing the book and giving
a hestory of tbe authoress. It is Miss
Johnston's first work and is pronounced
by several close critics as an excellent
pi-ce of literature. Miss Johnston is a
friend of Mrs. James We/grail of this
city. -Washington Gazette.
• • Assignee Notice."
The creitorn of the firm of Cox &
Boulware, assigned, are hereby notified
to Ale their claims, properly verified,
against the said assigned estate of Cox
& Bonlware with me at my office in
this city on or before the 6th day of Ju-
ly 1896.
W. A. W rreEtts Poo ,
Assignee of Cox & Boulware,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
June 13th 1896.
The Shakers of Mount Lebanon, a
community of simple, honest, God-fear-
ing men and women, have prepared the
Shaker Digestive Cordial for many
years, and it is always the same, simple,
honest, curative medicine that has help-
ed to make the Shaker the healthy, long.
lived people that they are. The Shakers
never have indigestion. This is partly
owing to their simple mode of life, part-
ly to the wonderful properties of Shaker
Digestive Cordial. Indigestion is caus-
ed by the stomach glands not supplying
enough digestive juice. Shaker Diges-
tiv, Cordial supplies what's wanting.
Shaker Digestive Cordial invigoratee
to, -,N,:nach and all its glands 80 that
after awhile they don't need help. As
evidence of the honesty of Shaker Di-
gestive Cordial, the formula is printed
on every bottle. Sold by Druggists,
prick 10 cents to $1.00 per bottle.
HIS RIGHT HAND SEVERED
Fearful Accident Happening to a Young
Son of George Cox.
A fearful accident haprened yes,
terday to the young son of Mr. Geo.
Cox, a well-known fanner who lives
two miles north of Hopkinsville on the
W. C. Davis place.
The boy was playing around an oats
cutting machine which was in opera-
tion. He picked up a small bundle of
oats and thrust it into the month of the
machine. Before he could withdraw
his hand it was struck by a sharp and
fast revolving knife and nearly severed
from the arm.
The boy is suffering excrutiating pain
from the injury. It is feared that the
larger part of the forearm will have to







A pure Grape Cream at' Tartar Powder, Fie.
rAmmonia, Alum or any ether adulterant,40 IfSARS TES STAISAAJIDe
Items Picked up in Trips Aroma
the Town.
Judge James Breathitt will preeide at
a called term of the Christian Circuit
Court to be held in this city during the
third week of next month for the pur-
pose Of trying a large number of equity
caseet The four weeks of the session
which ended Saturday were consumed
in trying commonwealth and common
law Suits, and very few of the big lot of
equity cases which had accumulated re-
ceived attention.
Judge Breathitt is of the opinion that
the extra session in July and the six
weeks of the September term will be
sufficient to dispose of all the cases on
the several dockets.
Married in Pembroke.
Ttiesday afternoon Mr. P. C. Smith
and Miss Annie Johnson, a popular
young couple, were married in Pem-
broke.
Moved To Madisonville.
Mr. J. D. Clark has moved from this
county to Madisonville, where he will
permanently locate. He has accepted a
position as solicitor for the Madisonville
Hustler.
.0ft =•.•
Money to loan at 6% interest. On
good farms first mortgage at not exceed-
ing 40%. $2.000 and upwards. Inter-




Elsewhere in this paper can be found
an advertisement of the celebrated flour
made down at Pee Dee, in this county,
by W, and W. C. Benue If you have
never tried any of their flour you ought
to do to at once.
Wedded Last Night.
Apretty wedding was eolem n izetIT nes-
day night near Crofton at the residence
of the bride. Mr. John E. Johnson, a
well-to-do young farmer, and Miss
Susan F. Wilcox, a pretty young lady,
were made one by the Rev. George W.
Davis.
Evansville and Return 111.00.
The 0. V. will sell tickets to Evans-
ville find return Sunday, July 5th, at a
rate of $1.00 for round trip. Train
leaves Hopkinsville at 5 :20 a. m. Rt -
turning, leaves Evansville at 4:20 p. m.
July 5th, or 6:15 a. m. July 6th.
E. M. Seretwooe, Agt.
Elder T. D. Moors.
Elder T. D. Moore, of Hopkinsville,
will begin a protracted meeting at Gold-
en Pond on the 1st Sunday in July.
Prof. J. L. Dunn will conduct the sing-
ing. Elder Moore is one of the most
eloquent and able divines in Kentucky,
and we predict for him a good hearing
at Golden PowL-Cadiz Telephone.
Was Slightly Wounded.
Gtorge Grant, a farmer who lives in
the Crofton neighborhood, fired a shot
gun Saturday in the direction of Charlie
Lyell, who was loafing about the for-
flier's residence. The gun was loaded
with bird shot, two or three of which
atruck Lyell, but did not hurt him much.
Lyell, it is understood, was trying to
get a chance to see Grant's daughter.
Whipped His Bost Girl.
John Hampton and Ida Redd, a col-
ored couple, were lovers. The boy be-
came *alone because the girl received
attention from other fellows and gave
her beating. She fought back but he
got the best of the mix-up. In the po-
lice courtTuesday morningHampton wt s
sent the work house for thirty days.
The girl was tined one cent and costs.
Returned to the Asylum.
The Russellville Lodger says: "Mr.
Phil Beauchamp was tried early Wed-
neelay morning and was adjudged of
unsound mind. He was taken to the
Hopkinsville asylum. Mr. Beauchamp
was taken to the asylum two years ago,
and a short time since was brought home
thought to have been restored to his for-
mer condition, but the restoration of his
mind was only temporary. Mr. Beau-
champ has many friends who hope that
he will soon be permanently restored
to his right mind."
The Hopkinsville Newspape;r0..
The city of Hopkinsville, numerically
speaking, is pretty evenly divided as
between Republicans; and Democrats,
with odds, we believe, in favor of the
Republicans. The city handsomely
supports one daily, one semi-weekly
and two little measley weekly Republi-
can papers barely exist, and if it were
not for the Democratic advertisers who
eater to negro trade through their col-
umns they couldn't exist at all. All of
which is still more proof that Kentucky
Republicans as compared with Ken-
tucky Democrats don't read much, can't
read much, and don't want to read
much.-Todd County Times.
A Complete Wreck.
There WWI a coach standing On the
side-treck near the L. & N. depot Mon-
day tt at furnished a splendid ob-
ject lesson in the matter of separate
coaches; for the two races. This coach
was in the train that took an excursion
crowd to Evansville, and was filled with
passengers at this place before the arri-
val of the train here. The coach was
almost new and was a very handsome
one when it left this city, but when it
was set off here Sunday night it was as
complete a wreck as it could well have
been without tearing the entire frame
work apart. The necrosis had broken up
the seats, torn out the linings of many
of and emptied the contents on
the floor, broken out the side and end
windows and the small glasses in the
top, and shot holes it' the roof and sides.
The car could not have been in a worse
fix if it had been occupied by mirages
from the wild's of Africa. No man
could look at that roach and afterwards
be opposed to the Separate Coach Law.
A stock ear would have been good
enough for that gang.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fair highest Award.
to
top, electric lights, baths, and in fact,
every Modern convenience that could in
any way add to the comfort of the pu-
pils-
Petering desiring further information
or a catalogue of this institution can be
accomeaodated by writing to Prof. M-
k maund Benison, Hopkinsville. Hy,
Read This.
In another column will be found an
announcement of the 43rd annual ses-
sion of Bethel Female College, of this
city, tbat will begin on the 2nd day of
September next. The institution this
year is to be, in charge of Prof. Edmund
Harrison, a Master of Arts, of the Uni-
versity of Virginia, which is to-day and
always has been the finest school in the
United States. Mr. Harrison has for
many years been at the head of a large
college at Richmond, Va.
The faculty of Bethel Female College
this year is to be composed of ten able,
well-qbalified and experienced teachers,
rid instruction will be given in ancient
and modern languages, English mathe-
matics music, art and eloqution. The
building has been completely renovated,
new furniture put in from bottom
PERSONAL POINTS.
E. P. CAMPBELL DEAD. SURPRISE TO SOCIETY
Passed Away Shortly After Quiet Wedding Solemnized
Two O'clock Tuesday. Wednesday Morning.
END WAS EXPECTED.
Noted and News Briefly Stated and of a le  Ns Hid Been
cal Nature.,
Fill the goblets to the On in
1A•t us hear the clink of glionws I
For the life (lint Is somi
Anti we know not what,-  after;
Sweep the ka•ys with lightest finger,
Let the senses reel and swim;
Care and sorrow must not linger
Here about the board with us;
Dum vivimus, vivionus!
Part the curtains! Ab, behold them
Move in time to strains so tender;
Won Id not amorous gods surrender,
On love's altar sacrifice,
For such warm and soft embraces,
Their Olympic paradise?
Ay the goals have often sold them-
Selves to those of lesser graces.
lithe gods have acted thus,
Duni vivimus, vivainus!
Careless we of priests and dreamers,
Heedless we of seers and sages,
With their lore of vanished ages
Vague, fantastic speetiltatbm,
Hints of death and tire and hanks;
As we drift we throw our streamers
To the winds, our destination
Any port where laughter, ladies,
Wine and music welt for us,
hum la Duns, vivaniusl
--FRANK BELL.
-0-
The beautiful poem printed at the
beginning of this column was taken
from the Nashville Sun, with which ex-
celleut paper Mr. Frank Bell is con-
nected, and for which he is furnishing
daily much interesting matter. Besides
being probably the most universally
popular young man who has made
Hopkinsville his home, he is certainly
one of the brightest and brainiest, and
a born journalist. The Sun is to be
congratulated on securing hie services
-o-
A number of Hopkinsville people are
at Dawson Sprirgs. Alum g the guests
of the Summit Hetet are, Meedaines.
George Dalton and Sarah Dalton: Mrs.
Ed. H. Price and her daughter Miss Lil-
lie B. Price, of Atlanta; Mr. George
Dalton the well-known contractor;
Mesdames. J. M. Bollard and Johh
Young, and *aster Gerge Young; Mr.
James R. Wood, of the DAILY KENTUC-
KY NEW ERA. Dr. Henry C. Settle,
pastor of the Methodist church, left to-
day for the Springs to spend several
weeks. He was accompanied by his
wife. Mr. C. S. Meacham and Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Elgin, returned from the re-
sort yesterday.
-o-
Although Cerulean Springs has been
opened to the public only a few days,
guests are beginning to arrive daily and
the present indications are that the place
will enjoy a very prosperous season.
During the:first regime of the Harpers,
Cerulean was noted as the most delight-
ful summer resort in this end of the
State, and was always crowded with
guests. It is not probable that there
will be my formal opening. Several
Hopkinsville families will spend the
summer there. Mrs. Henry Abernathy.
of this city, and her sister Miss Mande-
line Baylor, of Texas, went down Mon-
day to remain a week or more.
-0-
Monday afternoon, Misses Mamie
Thompson, daughter of Mr. Chas. A.
Thompson, and Miss Lula Graves went
to Pembroke to join a panty that will
spend the summer in Europe. Mrs.
Virgil A. Garnett will chaperon the
party which left for New York Wed-
nesday and will start for the other side
of the pond Saturday in the "City of
Rome." Among the tourists will be
Mrs. V. A. Garnett, and Misses Nellie
Graves. Pembroke; Mamie Thompson
and Lula Graves, Hopkins-vile; Lizzie
Graves, Arkansas. The ladies will first
visit Scotland, Ireland and Englandand
then go to the continent. They will re-
turn home in the fall.
-0-
Rev. J. N. Prestridge and his charm.
log wife are 'spending the summer with
the family of Dr. John D. Clardy at
NewsteacL The divine was formerly
pastor of the Baptist Church in this city.
He is now located at Winchester, Ky.
-o-
The Bachelor Maeda will participate
in one more entertainment and then
disband until fall. They claim that it is
getting entirely too hot for parties and
receptions. The final function of the
season will be a fitting climax to the
long series of enjoyable entertainments
It will take place at the home of Miss
Gertrude Brainham, who is one of the
wittiest and prettiest members of the
organization. The date is the night of
July the 4th.
-0-
Under the skillful direction of Miss
Etta Greenwood, a "porch concert" will
be given one night in the near future at
the residence of Mr. Dan Merritt, on
South Main street. A program or merit
has been arranged and the performers
have been nightly practicing. There
will be vocal and instrumental music
galore. A male quartet will render sev-
eral songs and the mandolin and guitar
club will play. Among the soloists will
be Messrs. Robert McDaniel, Rich Perry,
Henry Ashford and Dr. Henry Tandy.
_0__
Hon. William McClain, of Henderson,
last Monday afternoon formally an-
nounced that he will not enter the
present race for the Congressional nom-
ination against Dr. Clardy. He stated
positively to a Hopkinsville gentleman
that will make the race two years from
now. This leaves the Christian county
candidate with venially no opposition,
for Tanner will receive instructions
from only Calhoun county. Dr. Clardy
left this morning for Webster county
to talk to people about crops and poli-
tics.
-o--
The Owinmtville Democrat publishes
this interesting bit of political history:
"It is said that the first primary election
ever held in Kentucky was held in this
(Bath) county in 1868 to nominate Dem-
ocratic candidates for county offices.
The races were made up as follows, the
first-named being nominated in each
nice: For County Judge, John D. Young
and Col. J. S. Hurt; for Circuit Court
Clerk, Capt. W. P. Conner and Alfred
Wells; for County Clerk, R. H. Conner
and Lindsey Coleman. The idea of a
primary election, it is said, originated
in the mind of Capt. Joshua Ewing,
who suggested that a priniary election
be held to make these nominations."
- --
If anybody is going to beat Dr. Clardy,
"Old Clover Blossom" as the boys call
him, for congress, they are keeping the
fact very quiet. says the Madisonville
Hustler.
-o-
The talk to the effect that Col. Ad
Young, of Henderson, in being groomed
as a dark horse for the congressional
race, is a pipe story. The circuit clerk's
office tits him perfectly and he can
have it as long as he lives. There is not
the slightest probability that he is
going to chase after any birds in the
bush. In Henderson Col. Young is
about the "warmest thing that ever
happened," as a sporty admirer in-
formed a NEW Eft 2  man. He officiates
at all the baby shows, runs the county
fairs, umpires ball gamete, and finds
plenty of time to see that Capt. John
Lambert runs the circuit clerk office
properly. He has the country Democ-
racy in the hollow of his hand, but you
tray pat it down for a sure thing that
he is not going to make the race for
Ci ngresa.
Suffering a long Tinie Iron,
I,ftamnmnt on of t is Bladder
Hon. Edward P. Campbell dire Tues-
day afternoon about fifteen minutes
after two o'clock.
The end was expected. All day he
had been lying in a 'critical condition
and at noon it was only with the great-
est difficulty that he was able to breathe.
He died in great pain.
For several months had been suffer-
ing from enlargement of the prostate
bland, and despite frequent sojourns at
medical resorts was unable to obtain
any lasting benefit.
He had been confined to his bed in
this city for lees than a month.
Mr. Campbell was one of Hopkins-
vine's best known and most influ-
ential citizens. He was born in
Caldwell county in 1832 and was
reared on a farm in the Southern
part of the county, and received a liber-
al education, principally at the Cumber-
land College. He was admitted to the
bar in lb56, and practiced law in Prince-
ton, Ky., for a number of years. He
was elected Commonwealth's Attorney
for the Second Judicial District in 1860.
and served in that capacity for six
years.
In 1871 he was elected State Senator
from the Sixth Senatorial district, but
resigned the following year in erder to
devote himself exclusively to his legal
business.
In 1858 he married, in Princeton, Mies
Caroline E. Taylor, and removed to this
city shortly afterwards, where he
achieved a splendid reputation and a
considerable fortune by the practice of
his profession.
At the death of Mr. John C. Latham,
Sr., he was elected president of the
Bank of Hopkins-vile and from then to
the time of his death wisely guarded
the interests of that institution and to
hini is largely due the credit of its firm
In incial standing.
Mrs. Campbell and the following
children survive the decease: Edward
T. Campbell, of New York: Walter
Campbell. of Chicago; Charles, Hugh
and Flavius J. Campbell, of this city;
and Miss Bessie Campbell.
Mn. Campbell was ti man of honor
and integrity, a public spirited citizen,
and possessed rare business sense. He
was a member of the Masonic Lodge
and the ceremonies of that order were
a ed at the burial.
The death of Mr. Campbell causes
p:o!ound sorrow wherever he was
known.
THE LAST RITES PERFORMED.
Funeral of the Late E. P. Campbell-
Resolutions Adopted By the Bar.
A large concourse of sorrowing rela-
tives and grieved friends attended the
funeral services over the remains of the
late Edward P. Campbell, yesterday.
The residence on East S. Tenth street
was filled by people who by their pres-
ence were paying a tribute of respect to
the memory of the deceased. There
were flowers in profusion and the cas-
ket was hidden under handsome floral
designs. A choir composed of the best
gingers in the city, sang several hymns,
and prayers were offered.
In the absence of the Rev. Charles
Nash, pastor of the church of which
Mr. Campbell was a member, Rev. J.
F. Prestridge, of Williamsburg, offi-
ciated at the services. His remarks
were highly appropriate and contained
many thoughts of consolation for the
sorrow-stricken family. The cortege
which palmed through the streets to the
cemetery was one of the largest ever
seen in the city. The pall-bearers were
Messrs. W. P. Winfree, E. M. Flack, F.
W. Dabney, C. A. Cosby, J. W. Pritch-
ett, J. T. Smith, H. D. Wallace and J.
T. Hanbery. Tne beautiful and im-
pressive Masonic service was held at the
grave.
At a called meeting of the members
of the Hopkimiville Bar, Mr. John
Phelps stated the object of the meeting
to be, to take such steps as were suitable
and appropriate upon the death of Hon.
E. P. Campbell, and at the same time
moved that Judge R. T. Petrie be made
Chairman of the meeting, and John
Feland, Jr., its Secretary. Upon mo-
tion of Hon. Hunter Wood, the Chair
proceeded to appoint a Committee on
Resolutions, naming John Feland, Sr.,
Hunter Wood and James D. Hays. The
committee retired and afterwards pre-
minted to the meeting, through its
Chairman, Mr. James D. Hays, the fol-
lowing resolutions:
"Death has again invaded our ranks
and taken from us, one of the ablest
and brightest of our Brothers in the
profession. The Hon. E. P. Campbell
is no more. He has passed from the
courts of earth to the Court of Heaven.
"He was one of the oldest, best known
and IICC3mplished members of this Bar;
a lawyer, not only of great ability and
high attainments, but one ever faithful
to the cause of his client. He was a
Christian gentleman, and in honesty
and integrity of character he was the
peer of any man.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That in
the death of our Brother this Bar has
lost one of it. ablest, most faithful, hon-
est and honorable members, the State
one of its beet and most influential citi-
zens, and his family a provident, and
loving husband and father.
RESOLVED, That we extend to his
family our sincere sympathy in their
bereavement, and we attend his funeral
in a body.
lizsoevan, That we ask that the pro-
ceedings of this meeting be spread upon
the records of the Christian Circuit
Court, and that a copy be furnished to
his family, and to each of our city pa-
pers for publication.
Judge Joe McCarroll moved the adop-
tion of the resolutions in a speech, in
which he paid a high tribute to the ster-
ling worth and character of Mr. Camp-
bell. The; motion prevailed and the
meeting adjourned.
R. T. PETREE, Chairman,
JOHN FELAND, JR., Secretary.
Hopkinsville, Ky., July 1st 1896.
Be Sore Tim are Rigid
And then go ahead. If your blood is
impure, your appetite failing, your
nerves weak, you may be sure that
Hood's Sarsaparilla is what you need.
Then take no substitute. Insist upon
Hood's and only Hood's. This is the
medicine which has the largest sales in
the world. Hood's Sarsaparilla is the
One True Blood Purifier.
HOOD'S PILLS are prompt, efficient,




Mr. /oh:. Stnart Given and Nisi Nary EI:zc-
kieth Adams loinid•
The rows of a wedding which was
tolemiliyed in the city Werliey nmo. ning
will be received with surprise and
pleasure by the host of frientbe of the
contracting persons.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Adams and Mr.
John Stuart Given were joined in the
holy bonds of wedlock at the residence
of Mr. M. C. Forbes, on South Virginia
street. The ceremony was witnessed
by only the immediate families and ii
few intimate friends.
During the first part of laid week it
leaked out that Mr. Given and Mies
Adams were engaged and that the
union a ould occur on the morning of
June 24th, but when that day arrived
and the nuptials did not take place it
was generally believed that the report
was without foundation- However,
that was the initial date set for the
marriage, but the groom was taken ill
on the day proceeding and up to last
Sunday had been confined to his bed.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Given, ac-
companied by his brother, Mr. ROW
Given, cashier of the bank at Provi-
dence, and Mr. Gordon, attorney for
the Louisville & Nashville railroad, of
Madisonville, arrived in the city. Miss
Adams was visited and the arrange-
ments for the wedding perfected.
Prom' tly at nine o'clock this morn-
ing the couple entered the parlor of the
Forbes' residence and were met by Dr.
William Harrison, President of Bethel
Female College, who in a brief and im-
pressive service pronounced the se ords
that linked their lives and destinie;
After receiving congratulations and
good wishes the happy pair entered a
carriage and were driven to the L. & N.
station, where they took the ten o'clock
train for their future home.
The bride is one of the handsomest
and pleasantest young ladies in local
society. She is a graduate of Bethel
College and is possessed of many ac
oompliehnients. She is the daughter of
Mr. Montgomery Adieus, a well-known
farmer who lives near the city. For a
number of years she has been residing
in this city with her uncle. Mr. M. C.
Forbes. Mr. Given belongs to a
wealthy and promiuent Webster county
family. He is engaged in the tobacco
%useless and is a clever and deserving
gentleman.
NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEA': M
A Freight Train Smashes Into Henry
Lewis' Carriage.
Henry Lewis, a colored back eriver,
had a narrow escape from drat i Wed.
needay. It was witnessed by a score
of people who thought the man would
certainly be killed.
Shortly before 10 o'clook a freight
train was switching near the L. & N.
depot. Lewis tdarted to drive his hack
across the track. When the horse had
gone about a quarter of the distance,
the train commenced to back rapidly.
Lewis attempted to pull his horse back,
but the animal became frightened and
darted directly in front of the fast
moving traiu. The cars struck the car-
riage and smashed it into a thousand
pieces, and pushed the fragments up
the track toward the platform. How
Lewis happened not to be run over can
not be explained. He was shielded in
some way by the broken pieces of the
hack, lie crawled out from the wreck
toward the platform and was seized by
several persons and pulled to a place of
safety.
The vehicle Lewis was driving is a
total wreck. The hind leg of the horse
was badly cut.
BRICK CHUCH BUDGET.
Gentle Spring Nixes Up /Fatally With
Glorious iltalmer.
As I I aren't seen anything from this
place, will try and write you a little
news this beautiful morning. The bal-
my sweetness of spring has given way
to the glowing radiance of summer.
The corn waves green and beautiful in
the fields, the hedge rows are filled with
sweet flowers and all nature is beauti-
ful; but enough. I said I would write
news, so here goes:
Mrs. R. T. Boyd, Misses Joe Pyle and
Berda Hayden, of your city, were the
pleasant guests of Dr. and Mrs. L. J.
Harris Sunday.
Miss Ida Cavanah has returned home
after a pleasant visa to friends at this
place.
Mrs. Mollie Everett and children are
visiting the Misses Everett this week.
Miss Katie Taylor Boyd returned to
her home in your city Sunday after a
pleasant visit to her grand-mother, Mrs.
T. A. Boyd.
Mr. Boyd Harris, one of Trenton's
handsome boys, visited his father's fam-
ily Sunday.
Dr. Hill and Mr. Jim Pyle, of your
city, spent Sunday Spring Dale Home-
stead.
Miss Annie Thurman, of this place, is
visiting her sister, Mrz. Lackey, of
Pembroke.
Mr. T. K. Hal and wife visited Mr.
and Mrs. S. R. Boyd Saturday night and
Sunday.
Mr. L. J. Harris filled his regular ap-
poidtmeat Sunday night.
Mies Nettie Hord, a charming young
lady of your city, has returned home
after a pleasant visit to her cousin, Miss
Parrie L. McClendon, much to the re-
gret of a certain young gentleman of this
place.
Does anybody know where R. T. goes
up the road every Sunday night?
Mr. Howard Brame, of Gracey, at-
tended preaching at this place Sunday.
Mrs. J. B. Wright is very sick at this
writing.
Little Harriet Clark Wright, of Tren-
,t,oteand.is visiting at Spring Dale Home-
Ton Axe JERRY.
Tired Feeling
Makes you seem "all broken up," with-
out life, ambition, energy or appetite.
It is often the forerunner of serious Ill-
ness, or the accompaniment of nervous
troubles. It is a positive proof of thin,
weak, impure blood; for, if the blood ie
rich, red, vitalized and vigorous, it im-
parts life and energy to every nerve,
organ and tissue of the body. The
necessity of taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
for that tired feeling fa therefore apparent
to every one, and the good it will do you
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Cox &B ou ware s600 to select from Eat their value. Allkinds and sizes
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than 1/2 cost.
$1 to $2.50 spec-
tacles at 50c at
HARD WICK'S.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
FOR JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS.
We are authorized to announce
W. S. BISHOP,
of Padneah, McCracken county, an a can-
didate forJudire of the Court of Appeals
for this. the First, Appellate District,
subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election in November, 1896.
FOR CONORF.SS.
We are authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Chri-tian county, as a candidate for
re-election to Congress, for the the Sec-
ond Congressioual District of Kentucky
-subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election November 1896.
Pi • 1/
CROFULA
Miss Dena stevens, of Breton, Vms-
writes: 1 have always stifferod Min
hereditary Scrofula. for which I tried
various temedis, and many reliable
physicians, but fl•ierelierol nsa. A r(,,.
takinre bottles of
I am now well. I
em very grateful
to you, &mil feel
that it saved me
front a life of un-
told agony, and
shall take palmate In speaking only
words of praise for the wonderful med-




free to any ad-
dress. RED











cold" is good doctrine.
ScrAl9S Bilk
of cod-liver oil with hypo-
phosphites, a rich fa.-Cood,
cures the most stubborn
cough when ordinary medi-
cines have fai!ed. Pleasant
to take: easy to digest.




Gencral and Nervous DeNlity.
Weakneot of Body and
HATA, Effects of Errors
or Exces.mi in Old or
Young. Robust, Neblo
Mgabisrl filly Restored.




failing Home Treatmen t.
-Benefits In a day.
it en testify from 50 States and Foreign
Countries. Send for Desyriptive Bonk, ex-
planation and proofs, mailed (exiled; free.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., BuffaluM.Y.
Dr. A. Boales
1:1301\Tirir 1ST.
OFFICE on Main Street in block op seem-,
site First National Bank
Stock of Clothing, Hats
and Men's Furnishings.
Losses ill Along the 1.1ne.
Losses All Along the pne.




E NO GOODS ON APPROVAL.
H. A. WITHERSPOON, .
Assignee of COX & BOULWARE













Is turning out some of the
best bargains ever sold in





100 pairs men's odd pants, original price
$2.60, for 99c.
(Last season's pattern) Misses and chil-
dren's oxfords, original price $1.00 and
$1.25, for 50c.




by able hominess man with large acqiiaint -
'ince slum highest r,-f,'r,-ii c," to nA•t as man-
ager. buyer. selling agent and representa-
tive entinuftactiirq•r. South or West. Mod-
erate cotocreissatimi had Cor-
respondence solicited. Address,
B. 0.11., cart 1'. if. Box flls, New York.
VIRCINIA eN.LECE.
For Ytd"Nti LADIES. Roanoke. Va.
Opens Kept. M. Islan. one of the leading
'schools for Young Ladles in the South.
Magnificent buildings. all modern Improve-
ments. campus ten acres. Dread main-
tain scenery In Valley of ‘'Irgitiltt. famed
Ii r health. European and American tench-
era. Full course. Superior ittlVataitileti Itu
Art and Music. Students fr  twenty
States. For t•stalogues address the Presi-
dent.
lti ATT I F: P. HARRIS. Roanoke, Va.
Not one part but every
part of HIRES Rootbeer
tends toward making it
the perfect temperance
and healthgiving drink.
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Bargains in !every department.
See them; it will pay you.
Mammoth Clo, & Shoe Co
4A -
















PLAIN AN P ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guaranteed,
and prices reasonable. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.








uice line of pretty turnouts alwa3s On hand. Can o








DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE IRaitiiiiale and Cooper BullelHot' HAI: Slum I to 4
Telephone No. 134.
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ItitCHERS OF OLDEN TIMES AND G
PEL ARROWS.
leen De. Talmage Preaches a Unique, &aid
Isostriasi Diottosnao For I hose Who
Trifial to Do Soessposful iu Spiritaidi
Arabory—A Plats Path.
Wessameeres, June 28.—All people
who are trying to do good will find this
disoourse of Dr. Talmage inspiring as
well As unique. His text was Golletitifl
1, 9: He was a mighty hunter before
the Lord.
In our day, hunting is a sport; but in
the lands and the times Uffeeted with
wHit beasts it was a matter of life Cr
death with the people. It was very dif-
ferent from going out on a sunshiny aft-
ernoon with a patent brtvehloader, to
shoot reedbirds oti the flats, when Poi-
lax and Achilles and Diomedes went
out to clear the land of lions and tigers
and bears. My text sets forth Nimrod
as a hero when it presents hint with
broad, shoulders and shaggy apparel and
annbrowned face, and arm bunched
with mumcle—"a mighty Winter before
the Lord." I think he sued the bow and
the arrows with groat success practicing
archery.
I have thought if it is such a grand
thing and such a lative thing to clear
wild beasts out of a country, if it is not
a better and braver thing to hunt down
and destroy those great evils of society
that are stalking the land with fierce
eye and bloody paw, and sharp tusk and
quick spring. I have wondered if there
is not such a thing as gospel archery;
by which those who have been flying
from the truth may be captured for God
and heaven. The Lord Jesus in his ser-
mon used the art of angling for an il-
lustration when he said, "I will make
you Bailers of meu." And so I think I
have authority for using hunting as as
illustration of goropel truth, and I pray
God that there may be many a man to-
day who will begin to study gospel
archery, of whom it may, after a while,
be said, "He was a mighty hunter be-
fore the Lord."
Coavorsioa.
How much awkward Christian work
there is done in the world! How many
good people there are who drive soul*
away from Christ instead of bringing
them to him! All their fingers are
thumbs—religions blunderers who up-
set more than they right Their grid
has a crooked barrel and kicks as it
goes off. They are like a eltuusy com-
rade who goes along with skillful hunt-
ers. At the very moment when he ought
to be meet quiet, he is crackling an
alder, or falling over a log and fright-
ening away the game. How few Chris-
tian people have ever learned the lesson
of which I read at the beginning of this
service, how that the Lord Jesus Christ
at the well went from talking about a
cup of water to the most practical re-
ligions truths, which won the womana
soul for Gel. Jesus in the wildernessi
was breaking bread to the people. X
think it was good bread. It was very:
light bread and the yeast had done its
week tlie nughly. Christ, after he had
broken the bread, said to the people,
"Beware of the yeast, or of the leaven
of the Pharisees." t.-10 natural a transi-
•on it Was, and how easily they all un-
derstood him! But how few Christian
people there are who understand how
to fames the truths of God and religion
to ths souls of men! Truman Osborne,
che, of the evangelists who went through
this country years ago, had a wonderful
art in the right direction. He came to
my father's house one day, and while
we were all seated in the room he said,
"Yr. Talmage, are all your children
Christians" Father said, "Yes, all but
De Witt. " Then Truman Osborne looked
down into the fireplace and began to
tell a story of a storm that came on the
mountains, and all the sheep were in
the fold, but there was one lamb outside
that perished in the storm. Had he
looked me in the eye I should have been
angered when be told that story. But
he looked into the fireplace, and it was
so pathetically and beautifully done
that I never found any peace until I
was sure I was inside the fold where
the other sheep were.
The archers of olden times studied
their art. They were very precise in the
matter. The old books gave special di-
rections as to how an archer should go
and as to what an archer should do. He
must stand erect and firm, his left foot
a little in advance of the right foot.
With his left hand he meat take hold of
the bow in the middle, and then with
the three fingers and the thumb of his
right hand he should lay hold of the ar-
row and affix it to the string—so precise
was the direction given. But how
clumsy we are about religious work!
How little skill and care we exercise!
How often our arrows rails the mark!
Oh. that there were more institutions
established in all the towns and cities
of our land where num might learn the
art of doing good—studying spiritual
archery, and known as "mighty hunters
before the Lord!"
A Choler. of Weapons..
In the first place, if you want to be
effectual in doing good, you must be
very sure of your weapon. There was
something very fascinating about the
archery of olden times. Perhaps you do
not know what they could do with the
bow and arrow. Why, the chief battles
fought by the English Plan tagenets were
with the long bow. They would take
the arrow of polished wood, and feather
it with the plume of a bird, and then it
would fly from the bow string of plaited
talk The broad fields of Agincourt and
!Solway Moss and NeYille's Cross heard
the loud thrum of the archer's bow
string. Now, my Christian friends, we
have a mightier weapon than that. It
is the arrow of the gospel; it is a sharp
arrow; it is &straight arrow; it is feath-
ered from the wing of the dove of God's
Spirit; it flies from a bow made out of
the wood of the cross. Ass far as I can
estimate or calculate it has brought
down 400,000,000 motile Paul knew
bow to bring the notch of that arrow on
to that bow string, and its whir was
heard through the Corinthian theater.,
and through the courtroom, until the
knees of Felix knocked together. It was
that arrow that stuck in Lather's heart
when he cried out: "Oh, my sins! Oh,
my sins!" If it strike a man in the
head, it kills his sktemieism; if it strike
a man in the heed. it will turn his step;
if it 'strike him in the heart, he throws
up his hands, is did the Emperor Julian
of old +rhea WCHILIEPH is the battle, cry.
isg, • 'e /Galil.sn, thou has conquered!"
In the armory of the Earl of Pem-
broke there are old crew lets which show
that the arrow of the English used to
go through the breastplate, through the
body of the warrior and out through the
backplate. What a symbol of that gos-
pel which is sharper than a two edged
sword, piereing to the dividing asunder
of betty and non], and of the joints and
marrow! 'bould to God we had more
faith in that gospel! Tlit humblest man,
if he had enough faith in it, could
bring 100 molds to Jesus—perhaps 500.
Just in proportion as this age seems to
Lelieve lees and less i1 it, I believe
more and more in it. What are men
about that they will not accept their
own deliveraz re? There is nothing pro-
peeled by men that can do anything like
this gospel. The religion of Ralph Wal-
do Emerson was the philosophy of ici-
cles; the religion of Theodore Parker
was a sirocco of the desert covering up
the soul with dry sand; the religion of
Renan was the romance if believing
nothing; the religion of the Ilnxleys rind
the Spencers merely a pedestal on which
human philosophy sits shivering in t!.e
night of the soul, lcoking up to the
gam, offering no help to the nations
that crouch and groan at the base. Tell
me where there is one niau who has re-
jected that gospel for another who is
thoroughly satisfied and help( d and con
tented in his skepticism, and I will take
the car tomorrow and ride 500 miles to
see him. The fail power of the gospel
has net yet been touched. As a sports
man throws up his heal and catches
the ball Hying through the air, just iti
easily will this gospel after awhile catch
this round world flying from its orbit
and bring it back to the heart of Christ
Give it full swing, and it will pardon
every sin, heal every wound, cure every
trouble, emancipate every slave and
ransom every nation.
Ye Christian men and women who go
out this afternoon to do Christ Ian work,
as you go into the Sunday schools, the
lay preaching stations and the peniten-
tiaries and the mayltuna, I want you to
feel that you bear in your band a weapon
compared with which the lightning has
In speed, and avalanches have po heft,
and the thunderbolts of heaven have no
Plisarefl it is the alarm t•f the omnipotent
expel: *int. Ptill the at-
rkdif h-sk '" the thli la HY WI htal woe;$0 ,arivisumatze• 6 -=
PSI, stiri. • ,
tne oowi enen It it nyt Ann may inn
slain of the Lord he many!
000a itouti.s tlironnd.
Again, if you wait to be skillful in
spiritual arch ry, you ems; hunt in un-
frequented aud eseueled places. Why
does; the hunter go three Or four days in
the Pennsylvania forest* or over Ra-
quette lake into the wilds of the Adiron
decks? It is the only way to do. The
deer are shy, and one "bang" of the
gun clears the fort-et. ahem the Cali-
fornia stage you see, as you go over the
plains, here and therm a coyote trotting
along, Minuet within range of the gun—
sometimes quite withia range of it. No
one cares for that; it is worthlese The
good game is hidden and secluded. Ev-
ery hunter knows that. :So, many of the
souls that will be of Most werth for
Christ and of moot valet, to the church
are secluded. They do liot come in your
way. You will have to go where they
are. Yonder they are deem in that cel-
lar; yonder they are up in that garret.
Far away from the door of any church,
the gospel arrow has Slot been pointed
at them. The tract distributor and city
missionary sometimes catch a glimpse
of them, as a hunter through the trees
get a momentary sight of a partridge or
a roebuck. The trouble ie, we are wait-
ing for the game to COM) to ILA. We arc
not good hunters. We are standing in
some street or highway expecting diet
the timid antelope will mime up and eat
out of our hands. We are expecting
that the prairie fowl will light on our
church steeple. It is not their habit.
If the church should wait 10, 000, 000
of years for the world to come in and
be saved, it will wait in vain. The
world will not come. What the church
wants now is to lift ita feet from dam-
ask ottomans and put them in the stir-
rups. We want a pulpit on wheel& The
church wants not so much cushions as
it wants saddlebags and arrows. We
have got to put aside the gown and kid
gloves and put on the hunting shirt.
We have been fishing so long in the
brooks that run under the shadow of the
church that the fish know us; that they
avoid the hook and escape as soon as we
come to the bank, while yonder is Up-
per Saranac and Big Tepper's lake,
where the first swing of the gospel net
would break it for the Multitude of the
fishes. There is outside Weak to he done.
What is that I see in the backwoods? It
is a tent. The huutere have made a
clearing and camped out What do they
cart if they have wet feet, or if they
have nothing but a pit* branch for a
pillow or for the northeast storm? If
a moose in the darkness steps into the
lake to drink, they hear it right away.
If a loon cry in the moonlight, they
hear it. So in the service of God we
have expoeed work. We have got to
camp out and rough it. We are putting
all our care on the people who come to
our churches. What are we doing for
the thousands upon thousands that do
not come? Have they no souls? Are they
sinless that they need no pardon? Arc-
there no dead in their houses that they
need no comfort? Are they cut off from
God to go into eternity-ano wing to
bear them, no light to eheentthem, no
welcome to greet them? I hear today
surging up from the hexer depths a
groan that comes through our Christian
assemblages and through our beautiful
churches, and it blots out all this scene
from my eyes today, as by the mists of
a great Niagara, for the dash and the
plunge of these great elements of life
iropping down into the fathomless and
thundering abyss of suffering and woe.
f sometimes think that just as God blot-
ted out the churches of Thyatira and
Corinth and Laodicea, beeeuse of their
sloth and stolidity, he will blot out
American and English Christianity and
raise on the ruins a stiaiseart, wide-
awake, missionary church that can take
the full meaning of that command, "Go
into all the world and preach the gospel
to every creature."
Spiritual Archers.
I remark, further, if you want to suc-
ceed in spiritual archery you must have
courage. If the bunter stand with trem-
bling hand or shoulder that 'flinches
with fear, instead of his taking the cat-
amount, the catamount takes him.
What would become of the Greenlander
if, when out hunting for the bear, he
should stand shivering with terror on
an iceberg? What would have become
of Du Chaillu and Livingstone in the
African thicket with a faint heart and
a weak knee? When a panther comes
within 20 paces of you and it has its eye
on you and it has squatted for the fear-
ful spring, "Steady thercil
Courage, 0 ye spiritual archers!
There arc great monsters e in iniquity
prowling all around about the commu-
nity. Shall we not of the strength of
God go forth and combat them? We not
only seed more heart, but :more back-
bone. What is the church of God that
it should fear to look in the eye any
tranegnassion? There is the Bengal tiger
of drunkenness that prowls around, and
Wafted ot attacking it, how many of us
hide under the church pew or the com-
munion table! There is se much invested
in it we are afraid to aasault it ; millions
of dollars in barrels, in vete, in spigots,
in corkmcrews, in gin palaces with mar-
ble floors and Italian top tables, and
chased ice coolers and in the strychnine
and the logwood and theilhartaric acid
and the mix vomica that go to make up
our "pure" American driuks. I looked
with wondering eyes on the hHeidelberg
tun." It is the great liquee vat of Ger•
many, which is said to hold t100 hogs-
heads of wine, and only three times in
100 years it has; been filled But, as I
stood and looked at it, I said to myself :
"That is nothing-800 hogsheads. Why
our American vat holds 2,500,000 bar-
relit of strong drinks, and we keep 200,-
000 men with nothing to do but to see
that it is filled." Oh! to attaek this
great monster of intemperance, and the
kindred monsters of fraud and unclean-
ness, requires you to rally all your
Christian courage. Through the preen
through the pulpit, through the plat-
form, you TIMM assault it. Would to
God that all our Aluericau Christians
would band together, nett for crack
brained fanaticism, but foe holy Chris-
tian reform.
I think it was in 1798 that there
went out from Lecknow, lithe, under
the sovereign, the great -it hunting
party that was ever projected. There
were 10,000 armed men in that hunting
party. There were camelsUnd hones
and elephants. On some princes rode,
mid royal ladies under exquisite hous-
ings, and 500 coolive waited upon the
lonin, and the (leaser, heehm or teem
Were invaded by this excurtion, and the
thinocertia, the deer and elephant fell
Under the istroke of eater owl bullet.
After awhile the party breught back
trophies worth 50,000 rupee, having
left the wilderm fis of Itelia ghastly
with the slain bodies of Wild beasts.
Would to (bid that, insteuth cif I- re and
there a straggler gigue eat to I;e1a these
great monsters of iniquity hi eur coun-
try, the million menthe:14p of our
dhurches would band together and hew
in twain these great criene that make
the land frightful with thtlie roar and
are fattening upon the textile* and souls
of immortal men! Who is ready for iamb
a party as that? Who will lid a mighty
hunter for the Lord?
The Gams.
I remark, again, if you want to be
Mccessful in spiritual archery you need
dot only to bring down the game, but
tiring it in. I think one of . the moat
bieatitifth pictures of Therwelasen is his
' 'Autumn. " It represents *elm:Yemen
coming home and standing with r a
grapevine. He has a awl! over his
shoulder, and on the other and tif that
staff are hung a rabiht and A brace of
birdie Every hunter bring4 home the
game. No one would think ef bringing
down a reindeer or whipping up a
stream for trout and letting them lie in
the woods. At eventide the camp is
adorned with the treasures of the forest
—beak and fin and antler. If you go out
to hunt for immortal wale, not only
bring them down under the arrow of
the gospel, but bring them into the
church of God, ethe encampment we
hive pftehed this side of the skies.
Fetch them in. Do not let them lie out
In the open field. They need our prepays
and rympathies and help. That is the
meaning of the church of God—help.
0 ye hunter's for the Lord, not only
bring down the game, but bring it in!
If Mithridatee liked bmiting art well
that for seven years he never went in-
doors, what enthusiasm. ought we to
have who are hunting for immortal
souls! If Domitianns practiced archery
until he could stand a Loy down in the
Rotnan amphitheater, with a hand out,
the fingers like that, and then the king
could shoot an arrow between the lingers
without wounding them, to What drill
and what practice ought not We imbject
oulnetvem in order to lweintoi, spiritual
sotbafti end "tttighty hunters he ne, the
a t
wore any meter tnan you pray. inc cmi
archers took the bow, put one end of it
down beside the foot, elevated the' other
end, and it was the rule that the bow
should be just this size of the areher; if
it were just his sire, then lie would go
, into the tattle with confidence. let me
, say that your power to project geed in
the world will correspond -exactly to
your own spiritual stature. In other
words, the floe thing in preparation fur
Christian work is permit:al cansecration.
Oh, for a elese walk with OW.
A ca'm and Ia.:we-1,1y frame,
A to elline no:in the road
Imt hat1.4 me to the' Laub.
I am sure that there are some ben
who et Prime time have been hit by the
Gospel arrow. Yin felt the wound of
that conviction, and you plunged into
the worhl deeper, jest its the stag, When
the hounds lire after it, plunges into
Screen leke, expecting in that way to
escape. Jesus Christ is on your track to-
day, impenitent man! net in WrIttil. but
in mercy. 0 ye chased mut panting
souls! here is the stream of God's iaerey
and salvation, where you may coil your
thirst! Sep that charm of sin today. 13y
the red foentaiu that leaped from the
heart of me 'seed, I bid yea sap. Is
there in all this le mese anyone who ean
refuse the offer that comes from the
'heart of the dying Son of God? Why,
do you knew that there are, in the ben-
ished werld, souls that, for that offer
you get Meaty, uc uld ding the crown of
the universe at your feet, if they pos-
sessed Bet they watt out on the
mountains, the storm took them, and
they died.
There is in a forest in Germany a
place they cell tip, "deer leap"—two
crags about tercet :mere Lee,vecu them
a fearful chasm. This is called the
"deer leap" because ewe a hunter was
on the treek e! a deer. It came to One
of these crags. Then- was no escape for
it from the pueuit of tie" hunter, amid
in utter despeir it gathered itself up
and in the death agony attempted to
jump across. Of course it fell, and was
dashed on the rocks far beneath. Here
is a path to heaven It is plain, it is
safe. Jeans marks it out for every man
to walk in. But here is a man who
saym: "I won't walk in that path. I
will take may own way." He comes on
until be confronts the chasm that di-
vides his soul from heaven. -Now his
lest hour has come, and he resolves that
he will leap that chasm, from the
heights of earth to the heights of heav-
en. Stand back now, and give him full
swing, for no sttul ever did that suc-
cessfully. Let hint try. Jump! Jump!
Ile misses the mark, and he goes down,
depth below depth, "destroyed without
remedy." Men, angels, devils, what
shall we call that place of awful catas-
trophe? Let it be known forever as the
en war 'a death lean.
TO TEACHERS:
Cherry Bro.'s Summer Normal
School Provides
--•—
For a thorough review of all the Com-
mon School branches, and of the
higher literary branches. For a course
in Free Hand Drawing, Penmanship,
etc., which are offered free. Next term
begins June 9th, 1896. If you want a
good certificate, it will pay you to write
UP. Address
CHERRY BROS.,
w-4t Bowling Green, Fy
••••••••-•..
This testimonial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My daugh-
ter has been subject to severe colds and
croup and often taken with violent
coughing spells at night. Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey is the only preparation I have
found that will relieve heel think it is
LIS necessary in the household as a life






The L. he N. will sell round trip
tickets from Hopkinsville to Richmond,
Va., at $16.6 e June 26th, 27th, 28th
and 29th, good returning until and on
July 10th. J. M.Artexs, Agent.
Reeken's Arnie* !bi-..
The Best Salve in the world for Cnts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Cones and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cure's Piles, or uo
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect sathfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick ilopkinsville Ky.
.._--
On July 2nd, 3rd and for trains reach-
ing destination before noon of the 4th,
the L. 8c N. will sell round trip tickets
to all points on its lines and N. C. & St.
L. Ry., at 1 1 3 fare, good returning un-
till July 7th. J. M. Aeems, Agent,
Pon' t let anione persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Sonic nee-chants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little more profit on seine-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing




Account of above convention the 0.
V. Ry., will sell tickets to Buffalo, N.
Y., and return, on July 5th and 6th at
rate of $23.30 for round trip. Return
limit July 12th. If return tickets are
deposited with Joint Agent at Buffalo,
on or before July 10th limit will Le
ext.,nded to Sept 1st.
E. M. SMIRK-IX/D. Agt. .
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cline in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the sysfem is remarkable
and no /Meows It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ;
75 cents• Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkiusville.
Fourth of July Rates.
The Ohio Valley Ry., will sell tickets
between all stations on July 3rd unit 4th
at one fare for the round trip, (wept
that rub, to Evansville svill be one fare
plus Vs'. Good returning until July 6.
K M. Snettwooto Agt.
Pills Do Not Cure.
Pins do not mire constipation. They
only aggravate. Karl's Clover Root Tea
gives perfect regularity of the bowies,
—For sale byR. 0. Hardwick
The man with a
weight on his leg
can't hope to win in
the race. A man
with a weight on his
health can't expect
to compete in life
and business with




time in business, and
one-third of his time
being sick, cannot
be expected to ac-
complih more than
two-thirds as much
as the man who at-
tends to business all
the time. If his
brain is heavy, and
his blood sluggish,
because of constipa•
Don, he will not suo
ceed in doing any-
thing very well.
Constipation is the
cause of nine-tenths of all
sickness. It isn't considered
sickness by most people, but
it i'4 just the same. It is
serious sickness, because it
•
causes almost all of the ill.
health of mankind. Symp-
toms of it are sallowness,
listlessneas, poor appetite,
bad taste in the mouth, diz-
ziness, biliousness, and las-
situde. Constipation can be cured easily
and certainly by the use of Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellet. They are perfectly sim-
ple — perfectly safe. They are not at all
violent in their action, and yet they are
more certain than many medicines which
are so strong that they put the system
all out of order. The great advantage of
the " Pleasant Pellets"is that they cure
permanently. You don't have to keep on
taking them. You don't acquire a "pellet
habit." Take them regularly for • while,
and you are cured permanently. After
that, take them only when you find your-
self suffering from indigestion. There are
many medicines offered for the same puf,
pose on which drugeista make a bigger
profit. Pot this reaton, some druggist's
would tether see ths othrt things If year








fever and ague, the
mercurial diseased
yznient. how they re-
viAtcred health, cheer-
On, ai irits awl good
apvet:Te; the) will tell
‘..ti IcY tale lie: Stg-
A:W.S LIVLA
LA ION
Thll Cheapest. Purest and Best Family
Medicine in the World!
For illYSPI7PSIA, CONSTIPATION, Jane.
d lai:Ls, SICK II EA 1./ACI1E, Colic,
Liepres,kiii of Spirits, SOUK
heartburn, 'Ibis unrivalled re,netly is
whit r4oted not to ct,w, airti,ie lin, title of
Siatit.t iz v, or any ni.. . I e, Uut
l'UfZr.11.Y VI.c: ETA [ILE,
lint-me and Ilerbs
"mei. ;. ssse ha, I.:aced in
ivt.r -4, 1,,,t
cm-esIt ail care a I 1!,strintee Cato.ej ki) Derange.
merit si tit* I O'er sad Bowels.
rim 8 oils1.irtv. complaint are a
rb tie or lind t.o.!e in Ilk month; Pain in the
Back, Sides i.r Jvittit, of ten mis,tiken for Rheu-
matism; Sour sesaisch; Low of Appetite;peseh, me, "„•,e "see/ esi ex; headache;
LO•SS of k oientry. with a inm:ill nbanien 
having failed to do sometlrog ,f;,''h ought to
have teen done; IDebiiity; law Spirits. a thick
yellow appeal-HM. 4d (lie Skin and Kyes, a dry
Cough often mistaken for Consumption.
Sometimes many of these SyrnittotilS attend
the disesse, nt others very few; but the 1.1% Llt
is generally the at of the diseabe, and ,, not
Regulated in time, great stiffering, wretched.
ne.4 and DEATH will ensue.
Tile following highly esteemed persons niient
to the virtues oh Simmons •••:til.itori
Gen. W. S. Holt, Pres. Ga. S. W. I. ;; ; Rec
J. K. Felder, Perrv, Oa.; Col. E. I: ,itts,
liany,ps ; C. MosterLon, Esq., LILL, Cu,
Us.; Hon. Alexander II Stevitem.
"We have tested Its virtues, pe-sonally, and
know that for Desrepsia, Piaonsnesa •nd
Throhloig fieadache it os the IA st 'medicine tee
worttl ever sew. 1Vr !net Forty ot!rftetIckl'ss
brim. Simmonsf.i,c r Iteg!dator, hutnoregaye
un wore than it. I' T.1..ri:Ts I ,1;t the Re._;tt•
.r 1,.•: ! c.1, !,;1 r,tt
k.1..1.‘•.:111•;1 A'..; •' ..a.
• ;•kl'III;•'. '.•





(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All um; tvrat teed,
fuel prices reasonable. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.









.4ttorneu - at - Law,
flonper Block, over earns.. hien>
E. C. ANDERSON
hyoQicia5 (.11
Offiee over Planters Bank. Office
hours from 9 to 11 a. ne, 2 to 4 p. m.
M. S. Meriweather,
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FREE TO ALL:
Our New Ilhietrated
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Cur's that !In ad ful feehoa at Head
Aloutm I, sob mie 111-
frrOkliket drought.
EFFERVESCES LIKE SODA WATpt.
If ywu are Weak and Nerrotia It
will cure yet. If you hart horn
01'T 1.1. -51(i111 It will otraight-
eii ecu un Two doses a dims.
At Drussists.
CUSHMAN DPUC CO.
• •• • "oorboro14.0 Imov.11.
.f.iYPHILYS
AVE YOU r.)7,,,:1°.-",..«.,=71.1V,'PP'
in Montk_itairfliti writs l'OUr • rng WWI lite ferell
hlern, tot
let&Ili 47000
The American people are not prepar-
ed to let their Government go into the
bands of a receiver for the boielholdere
and tariff barons.
Good old Granny Metcalf. Rd years
old, living at tilti Monroe erect. Paducah i
Ky. ,says (hut Dr. Bull's/aim Tar honey
Is the best grip cure, cough, lung and ,
bronchial remedy that has been offend I
during her life. Gutuunteed by H. C.
Herein ick.
The national ticket to be put out by
the A. P. A. will do McKinley and Ho-
bart a great deal of damage ad OVtir the ,
country, as very few people except Re- I
publicans would be guilty of connecting!
V. MI such an organization
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchial attectione
has been auvituced by the maitufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly u wonderful mutely. An dealers
sell it on a positive guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.
When Bradley, during his recent cam-
pagn against McKinley, conueeted him-
self with the A. P. A. many people,
wondenel why he did it, but they see
now that he, was eimply playiegsfer die
A. P. A. nomination for the Vice Presi-
dency.
E. W. Bagby, a prominent lawyer of
Padneale Ky., says that 1/r. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey cured his chilelren of whoop-
ing eough when all things else
It's a new remedy for all coughs. Guar-
anteed by all dealers.
The.A. P. A., says that when it puts
up its national ticket it will put On It
111/11I from Kentucky for the Vice-Presi-
dency. That man toilet be our own
Billy O'Connell Bradley ; it can be no
other, because there is no other man in
Kentucky who is so 1111XIOUR for notorie-
ty as to make aim willing to accept an
A. P. A. nomination for the Viee-Presi-
deney except our own and only Bradley.
Marvelous Res Its.
From a letter written by Rev. J. Gun-
dennan, of Dimondule, Mb-h., we are
permitted to make this extract: "I
have no hasitatioh in recommending Dr.
King's New Discovery, as the results
were almost marvelous in the Mee of my
wife. While I was pastor of the Baptist
Church ut Rives Junction she was
brought down IN ith Pnetunonie sweeten
ing La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of
coughing would last hours with little
interruption and it seemed as if she
eould uot survive them. A friend re-
conunended Dr. King's New Discos-cry;
it was quick in its work and highly
satisfactory in results." Trial bottles
free et It. C. Hardwick's Drug Store.
Regular size 50e. amid $1.00.
The Republican party is clehning to
be exceedingly honest and to prove it
points to the fact that it adopted the
gold standard in its St. Louis platform
Most people, however, fail to see any
tie-cial mark of honesty in that, but
even if there was the Republicans ought
not to brag too much about it, as the
people of the entire country know that
time' gold plank was forced upon the St.
Louis conventene and that tile nominee
of the patty was exceedingly anxious to
get the party to straddle on the question.
me should not claim credit for doing
what one can hot avoid doing, especially
when it showed a desire to do some-
thing else.
E • etr e re.
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited
for any season. but perhaps more
generidIy needed in the Spring. w hen
the languid exhausted feelings prevails,
when the liver is torpid and sluggish
and the need of it tonic aud alterative is
felt. A prompt nee of this !methane
has often averted long and perhaps fatal
bilious fevers. No medicine will act
inert. sum-eh in counteracting and free-
ing the system trent the malarial poison.
Headache, Iiidigestitm, Constipation.
Dizziness yield to Electric Bitten.. Only
fifty cents per bottle at R. C. Hardwtek
Drug Store.
Antanber of the large Republican
dailies have been giving estimates of
the electoral vote at the November elec-
tion, and most of them give the New
England Settee with New York, New
Jiesee. Pennsylvania. Delaware, Mary-
land, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa to the
Republican ticket, making lele electoral
votes, which is fourteen more than the
224 necessary to elect the Presidential
ticket. This estimate leaves Only 209
votes to be divided between the Demo-
cratic, Populist, A. P. A. and Prohibi-
tion pal ties. The Republicans will find
that their estimate is too large, that
they will not get two hundred electoral
votes. The Democratic free silver ticket
sill carry Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and
possibly Michigan.
$100 Keitare $100.
The readers of that paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least one
(In -tided disease- that science Las been
able to mare in all its stages, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tional disease, requires a aoustitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucus _surfaces of the
system, thereby destrearing the founda-
tion the disease., and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The!. proprieties have so much faith in
its curative pee ere, that they offer Ohs'
Hundred Dollars fie any case that it
fails to cure. Sold for list of testinion-
ink Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Seld by druggists. 75e.
Hall's Family Pills are the best,
ine of the silliest things that has ri-
c utly appeared in the newspapers of
the country is the account of an alleged
s amine by which the gold Democrats
are to make the free silver majority in
the chieatto convention bolt. and then
fill their places with gold men and pro-
ceed to write a pletferin and name is
Presidential tieket. The alleged scheme
is to have the Nationel Cu on in i t ti'.,
which is comp wed neatly of gold mete
to eelect Senator Hill for tempontry
eh:ermine and have him te at.
hitrary in his ruling's that the milver
men will all leave the. tainvention, and
then fill their placie with gold mieewlito
are to be on hand n,aily to take the
Keats as anon its the, silver men vacate
and in that way make it the rev-
eler convention of the Ilemearatic party.
There is not the slightest probability
that such it thing will be attempted, be-
Pantie the silver men will have about 200
majority, anti will organize time' conven-
tion to snit themselves, and if the gold
Natieunal Committee:sleeve any disposi-
tion to be unfair the eativention,
front which the commites, gets its power
to select a tempornrs- chairman, will
take that:power away feint it and will
its -If select the, chairman.
- --
Paducah may well feel proud of ROMP
of lee enterpriser:. Messrs D. Wilson &
Son, of Kimble. Ky., write to the K K
Sutherland Wahine Company as fol-
lows: We write this to certify the,
wouiliTful awl grand good reignite from
your Dr. 1l.,lle Pine Tar Honey, which
is selling faster than any inedicineswe
ever sold. People who never trded at
our sties. have heard ttfit and (111111•1•1
from adjoining (smith.* for it. One
cast in patticular is that of Mrs. Smith
V;ooldrulge, of this plaee, who was so
aillirosi with her threat for over twit
years that she- could not speak above a
whisper. After she used the first bot-
tle of Dr. Hellas Pine Tar Honey she
could talk as well as ever and the case
is such a wonderful cure that her
heighbors come to PPS` fir themmelves
and ari• mitonished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. R. Humble, alien of this place,
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic Tablets I
are doing him more good for ilyspepsia l
til  any ineelicine he CYST uses!. Thom, I
are only a few camels and we know thus; t
there cannot be too inuch said in pion:-
of your celebrated medicines. 'We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable goods. Tiny are prov-
ing a blessing to our community.
 silirw—raewis
Low Rates.
The Ohio •Vielley has put oil special
low retie to Crittenden Spring' and to A 11111 line of staple and fancy groceres. Pay highcstettais.as sprit** Asti at all the itint1,1 1'4,11 nip nth' tory vdtire, jcppe ety at al





Castorla Is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's preseri:+tion for Infants
and Children. It conenteus neither Meluen1.!Iorphino nor
other Nereotle wilnstatice. It is a Larruiess substitute
for Perms:title, Drops, ihterliing ht nips, arid Castor Oil.
It Its Plenear.t. Its unarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. east stria. tiestros el ‘Vtintis and allays
feverlsfineas. Caetorin prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Dlarrlice:t niirl `.71.titt Col :c. Castor-1u relieve'
tectlilihe citres onetipation ned flatulency.
Castori:t assimilates I Ito food, remulates the stomach
and bowels, giuchig healthy peel Lateral sleep, Cuss.
torte Li the Childrosias latulacces -the Mottle:am Friend.
Castcria._
• Camit.-inn Is an excellent in-dIefre far tOfl
area. !_•,,t'inri has re.., tool
goat effect up.41 1..ren."
IN. id. C. 0-'nonn,
Lowed., 11,..s,
▪ iluttorla title I.• 4 lertie.lr children of
vi-hl,h I QM acrputatted. ill':,', Cm 01.4 is I ot
far distant v. !Ln t.m.thers `tet!tortr-I
Intennt ot C. r an I uw.s.....ust.tri e
etrad of the nt,usq-utek noartinus which are
destroyt..o. 1.is 04 ones, hy forcing opai•m,
morplo lug syrup and other 1,4,-f-itl
scents r throats., 0.eret.y Sendinz
Mesa .e graves "
Da. J. I' Kist-tines,
Conwa), Ark.
Castori.t.
" Coodoel a Is PIO well mt 'mt.! to es' 'reek that
eet,e,le[1.1 it Itel oupertur ,
to Inc."
II. A. Amen- *f. b.,
Ill So ')afia-il N. Y._
rtsye physt's.lane Pi Um children's depart-
ment stes.on tel the:: expert-
tote In tleir outside tc.ictice with Carlotta.
a:n1 a1thour.-h we only hues ainon.c wiz
tin‘litwl supplies what IN known as rvprol.ir
p-oducut, yet we are free to confess that Um
merit, ix Cowen* has won us to look with
favor upon
UX:77.1.i HOSPITAL AND InarcliikanT.
ALLEN C. Flamm, Pres.,
busion, Ness










Great variety of styles and HIM
A Written Guarantee
given with every MAPS
Used b.:, Thousands. Should be bv You.
'.1.11d by G2r13 W. Yoni, 11(0113111e, Keatccy
e1111•111111011•201109011•110111111•Ireilellellee.-".•••.01e0SellerelBOSO:
Bulk sus& ill inferior to package *oda.
R.4
lacIVARE is the whole story
ARIA AND HAMIAER SODA'
of imitation trade






in packages. Costs nioinTeorersaltIhyalaiccklehoeNrvIredgackeadg;ur"aest—intehcv rirso7bLils•
Made only by CHURCH k CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere.
•Write for Arm and Hammer Rook of valuable Recipes FREE. •
.1 /se Best Co,,,in "syrup.
Tuxes (next I w In limo.
"seild hy Druenisita.
CON SUM PTI 0 N
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Pisola
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I arn continually advising othere
to get IL Undoubtedly it is thl
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever used.—W. C. IV IETIEREEROLrE, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.—E. SHOREY, Postmaster,




id. ea ha time.







shoe, misses' and chil
dren'sshoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc.




to be " found in the city. We want 3 our
trade. Have selected a stock and marked it
at prieti to win it.
Call to see us; it will cost you nothing





Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble-GA[7e 'Monuments
TABLE 78, ETC., LTC,
CLARKVILLE: : TENNE SEE.




Main street, next door to Kentuckian (Alice.
;eat
* • a - se• g
IA Wise Mantells his wife when he reads
of anything that will help




sold everys here. Made only by

















Write for information to tl e nearest agent of
the CiatIApeakIll, Obi* & Seuthwestaes IS R.
JOHN ECHOLS, S. G. HA TCH,
Gen 1 Ist•niv. Gen"! l'ase Agt.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
T4V_ SOUTH.
*EAT4B.ofiNIEseis T tA. NiN,3 ei/ICfrscHooL rT
on1706if,r,.46,:joa9/!,:afkAfikhoyi:iii.j Y.3/170.4filtiza;d ,i14fiultiliEDCNOE:11ZPIODrEDG, "E'YDUTIN/TISEyLf-Ati"11:74,11(er t.SS;i1711 10ft
1
-  - '7--  „,. ,.„,
--(72/,'' 
:.*, Tilt_ , WW1 I PIT. NENTOON COURSE wIfirlIP.
lierin‘ --7
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVIE KY.
T (1 Banbery .41 F Shry r:
PEOPLES'—WAPHITSE1
IHANBZRY & 3HRYEB, Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th 4. 11th.
Meoplcira.sviale - 3reattacity.




ROM N 6VILLE KENTUCKY




COR. RAILROAD :-: AND -: 11TH STREETS
W 0 Wheeler fl H Faxon.




Fire-Procf WarEhouse, Cot. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
air Liberal Advance on Conaignmenta All Tobacco Sen Us Coveredby Insurance.
F,"; ILL. E P TURINLEY
CLL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
— :And General Ceneuiesion Me'eh*n'.: —
GRLNGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - Tennessee.
The Pal aocage S.:kited on all when have tobarro to eel, lurk 3 our hogsheads GILLTC111142T. I r brat g house Club &dilute s made on core Ign menu.
fo1f P. MAJOR,
Late of i.Ilarkes ill, Tens
JAa. H bl Fla DUET. Ja
Late of Girena Headley Al V
MAJOR
Toh000 king,
, TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Trops.
...411144/117-11 I
NW Sow direct1 LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal advances. Four months free storage. Daily auction
sales. Special attention to private sales.




C LARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE





sr :I11 IIII•'• Ir” I
Went LOULIVILLE, KY
1Matk Your 1Iogsheads "Central House."
Anetion we. daily. Prompt Rotuma made. Four urnith- .storageSp cial atnention given tl +Co Dam Itobac o
C. H. LAYNE,
Livery, Feed & Sale
--\,„ Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Ilopkinsville Ky
Rigs Furnished day or sighs
